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Für Nobody
This is a story about four people
named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody,
and about climate conferences.
There was an important job to be done
and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that,
because it was Everybody’s job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it,
but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn’t do it.
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody
when Nobody did what Anybody could have done.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation besteht aus drei wissenschaftlichen Publikationen. In der ersten
Publikation werden die Veränderungen des Luftdrucks auf Meeresniveau (SLP) im anthropo-
genen Klimawandel in einem Multimodell Ensemble (MMEns) aus Klimamodellen der dritten
Phase des Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) und in ERA Interim Reanalyse-
daten untersucht. Wir folgen dabei der Idee, das Erwärmungssignal in einen räumlich ho-
mogenen und räumlich inhomogenen Anteil aufzuteilen. Obwohl die inhomogene Erwärmung
ungefähr zehnmal kleiner ist als die homogene, sind die Veränderungen im tropischen SLP stark
mit der inhomogenen Erwärmung der troposphärischen Temperatur (Ttropos) verknüpft. Dieser
starke Zusammenhang kann mit dem Bjerknes Zirkulations Theorem erklärt werden: zwischen
einer warmen und einer kalten Luftsäule entsteht in den Tropen aufgrund der geringen Cori-
oliskraft eine nahezu direkte Zirkulation, mit aufsteigender Luft und niedrigem Luftdruck in
der warmen Luftsäule und absinkender Luft und hohem Luftdruck in der kalten Luftsäule. Die
unterschiedlich starke Erwärmung von Land und Ozean dominiert die inhomogene Ttropos Er-
wärmung im Klimawandel. Die Veränderungen im SLP zeigen durch die starke Verknüpfung mit
Ttropos auch einen ausgeprägten Land-Ozean Kontrast, mit sinkendem SLP über Südamerika
und Afrika und steigendem SLP über dem Indo-Pazifik. Diese Ergebnisse konnten in einem
idealisierten Sensitivitätsexperiment bestätigt werden. Die Trends des SLP und Ttropos in ERA
Interim zeigen im Zeitraum von 1989 bis 2010 ebenfalls einen starken Zusammenhang. Allerd-
ings ist hier der Land-Ozean Kontrast nicht der dominante Antrieb der Ttropos Erwärmung, so
dass die Trends in diesem Zeitraum vermutlich durch natürliche Variabilität verursacht wurden.
In dem zweiten Artikel wird eine Methode zum Vergleich räumlicher Variabilitätsmuster auf
der Grundlage von Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) Moden vorgestellt. Diese Methode
nennt sich Distinct Empirical Orthogonal Function (DEOF) Analyse und eignet sich, um den
Unterschied in den Mustern der Variabilität zwischen z.B. vergangenem und zukünftigem Klima
oder Beobachtungen und Modellen herauszufinden. Dabei wird die gesamte multivariate Struk-
tur von zwei Datensätzen verglichen, um die Muster mit der größten Differenz in der erklärten
Varianz zwischen den beiden Datensätzen zu bestimmen. Wir erläutern in wohldefinierten
Beispielen wie diese Methode Veränderungen in den Moden der Variabilität (eine Verstärkung,
eine Verlagerung oder ein multivariate Veränderung) darstellt. Desweiteren vergleichen wir
unseren Ansatz mit Beispielen aus der Literatur. Dies umfasst die Veränderungen aufgrund
des Klimawandels in den Variabiltätsmoden des atlantischen und europäischen SLP, des SLP
der Südhemisphäre, der Oberflächentemperatur der Nordhemisphäre, der Meeresoberflächen-
temperatur im Nordpazifik und des Niederschlags über den tropischen Indo-Pazifik.
Der dritte Artikel befasst sich mit den Veränderungen der zonalen äquatorialen Zirkulation
und ihrem bekanntesten Vertreter, der Walker Zirkulation, im Klimawandel. Diese Verän-
derungen untersuchen wir in einem MMEns aus CMIP3 und CMIP5 Klimamodellen. Die
zonale Zirkulation schwächt sich im mittleren Zustand ab und die Walker Zirkulation verlagert
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sich darüber hinaus nach Osten. Die Trends im Klimawandel haben eine ähnliche Struktur
wie die mit dem El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Phänomen verbundene Variabilität und
tatsächlich können zwei Drittel der Veränderungen der Walker Zirkulation mit dem Trend zu
mehr El Nino ähnlichen Bedingungen erklärt werden. In Übereinstimmung mit dem Trend zu
mehr El Nino ähnlichen Bedingungen und einer Nichtlinearität in der mit ENSO verbundenen
Variabilität zeigen die Muster der Variabilität im Klimawandel eine ostwärtige Verlagerung
des dominanten Modes. Die MMEns von CMIP3 und CMIP5 zeigen in fast allen Aspekten
sehr ähnliche Ergebnisse. Dies unterstreicht die Robustheit der Ergebnisse. Die Trends in
ERA Interim zeigen über den Zeitraum von 1979 bis 2012 eine westwärtige Verlagerung und
Verstärkung der Walker Zirkulation, also im Gegensatz zu den CMIP MMEns einen Trend zu
mehr La Nina ähnlichen Bedingungen. Hier können drei Viertel der Änderungen der Walker
Zirkulation mit dem Trend im dominanten Mode der Variabilität erklärt werden. Auch wenn
die Trends in den Beobachtungen und den Klimaprognosen sich in unterschiedliche Richtungen
entwickeln, folgt in Beiden ein großer Teil des langfristigen Trends der Walker Zirkulation dem
dominierenden Mode der internen Variabilität.
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Abstract
This PhD thesis consists of three scientific articles. In the first one the tropical sea level pres-
sure (SLP) response under global warming is investigated in a multi-model ensemble (MMEns)
of climate models from the 3rd phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3)
and in ERA Interim reanalysis data. In this article we follow the idea to split up the tropical
warming into a spatial homogeneous part and a spatial inhomogeneous part. Even though the
inhomogeneous warming is roughly 10 times smaller than the homogeneous warming, the trop-
ical SLP changes are strongly related to the inhomogeneous tropospheric temperature (Ttropos)
changes under global warming. According to the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem, this strong
relationship can be explained with a nearly direct circulation between a warmer and a colder
air column, due to weak Coriolis force in the tropics, with rising air and low SLP in the warmer
air column and sinking air and high SLP in the colder air column. The inhomogeneous Ttropos
warming is dominated by the land-sea warming contrast. Also SLP trends show a land-sea
contrast due to the strong link with Ttropos. It is charactericsed by a SLP decrease over South
America and Africa and a SLP increase over the Indo-Pacific. This result is confirmed in an
idealised sensitivity experiment. The trends of SLP and Ttropos in ERA Interim over the period
from 1989 until 2010 are also strongly linked to each other, but here the land-sea warming
contrast is not the dominant driver of Ttropos warming, indicating that the trends over the last
decades are mostly due to internal variability.
The second article presents a method for comparing the spatial patterns of variability on
the basis of Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) modes. This method is called Distinct
Empirical Orthogonal Function (DEOF) analysis and can be used to find differences in the
patterns of variability e.g. between past and future climate or between models and observations.
It compares the whole multivariate structure of two datasets and finds the patterns with the
largest difference in explained variance between those. We illustrate in well-defined artificial
examples how changes in the modes of variability (an intensification, a shift or a multivariate
change) can be revealed with this method. Further we compare our approach with examples
from the literature. This includes changes in the modes of variability under global warming in
SLP over the North Atlantic and Europe, SLP of the Southern Hemisphere, surface temperature
of the Northern Hemisphere, sea surface temperature of the North Pacific and precipitation in
the tropical Indo-Pacific.
In the third article the changes in the equatorial zonal circulation cells, with its most
prominent part the Walker Circulation, are investigated in a MMEns of CMIP3 and CMIP5
models under global warming. In the mean state we found a weakening of the zonal circulation
cells as well as an eastward shift of the Walker cell. The global warming trend has a similar
structure to the variability in zonal stream function that is associated with El Nino Southern
Oscillation (ENSO). Indeed, two third of the Walker Circulation changes be explained by a
trend towards more El-Nino-like conditions. Under global warming the modes of variability
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show an eastward shift of the dominant mode, which is consistent with the El-Nino-like trend
and a spatial non-linearity found in ENSO associated variability. The CMIP3 and CMIP5
MMEns show in nearly all aspects very similar results, which underlines the robustness of
these results. The trends in ERA Interim reanalysis data over the period from 1979 to 2012
show a westward shift and a strengthening of the Walker Circulation, hence in contrast to the
CMIP MMEns a trend towards more La-Nina-like conditions. The trend in dominant mode of
variability can here explain three quarter of the Walker Circulation changes. Thus long-term
trends of the Walker Circulation seem to follow, to a large part, the pre-existing dominant
mode of internal variability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Differences in the local temperature are an important driver of the atmospheric circulation,
as the atmospheric circulation tries to balance the differences by heat transports. This can
be observed on different spatial scales: on local scale in the land-sea breeze, on continental
scale in the monsoonal circulation or on planetary scale in the large scale circulation like
Hadley Circulation. The basic law which describes these circulations is the Bjerknes Circulation
Theorem, that was already described in Bjerknes et al. (1898) and points out a contrary relation
between temperature and pressure. Due to a weak coriolis force in the tropics, heating at one
place and cooling at another will induce a nearly direct circulation, with rising air and low
pressure at the heat source and descending air and high pressure at the heat sink.
The large scale circulation in the tropics is a thermal direct circulation and can be split up
in the meridional Hadley Circulation cells and the zonal circulation cells, whose most prominent
part is the Walker Circulation. The meridional Hadley Circulation is driven by the temperature
contrast between the tropics and the higher latitudes whereas the zonal circulation cells are
driven by the land-sea distribution and the zonal differences in the sea surface temperature: As
land heats stronger than the ocean the three main convection regions in the tropics are located
over Africa, the Maritime Continent and South America. The air descends over the nearby
oceans, particularly strong over the cold coastal upwelling regions.
Mean state and variability of the atmospheric circulation in the tropics are important for
the precipitation distribution within the tropics and have therefore a large socio-economical
impact. It is of great interest how the tropical circulation will respond to global warming.
Knutson and Manabe (1995) indicate two mechanisms for the changes of the tropical large scale
circulation. The first mechanism works with a spatial homogeneous warming that increases
with height. Under global warming the enhanced hydrological cycle causes such a warming:
With increasing temperature the atmosphere can take up more water vapour following the
Clausius-Clapeyron-Equation. As in the tropics nearly all of the water vapour is rained out,
the additional latent heat release warms the atmosphere, strongest around the 250hPa level
(Held , 1993), which increases the static stability (see Fig. 1.1). This mechanism was further
investigated by Held and Soden (2006) and Vecchi and Soden (2007) and acts to weaken the
tropical circulations in a warmer climate.
The second mechanism works with the spatial inhomogeneous warming and can, in gen-
eral, weaken or strengthen the tropical circulations. Several factors can cause an inhomogeneous
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Figure 1.1: Zonally averaged trend of atmospheric temperature in a multi-model ensemble of the 5th
phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project in the RCP4.5 scenario over the period from 1950
until 2099.
warming, such as differences in evaporative cooling (Knutson and Manabe , 1995), the ocean dy-
namical thermostat (Clement et al., 1996), the land-sea warming contrast (Sutton et al., 2007)
and cloud cover feedbacks (DiNezio et al., 2009). In our work we follow this idea to split up
the warming signal into the spatial homogeneous part and the spatial inhomogeneous part (see
Fig. 1.2) to investigate their effects on the tropical circulations.
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Figure 1.2: Surface temperature trend in a multi-model ensemble of the 5th phase of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project in the RCP4.5 scenario over the period from 1950 until 2099, (a) total
warming, (b) homogeneous warming (area mean of (a)) and (c) inhomogeneous warming ((a) − (b)).
1.1. MULTI-MODEL ENSEMBLE 3
The mean state and variability of sea level pressure (SLP) is one important indicator of
the atmospheric circulation. In the recent years tropical SLP trends were discussed in the
context of the expected weakening of the tropical circulation caused by the spatial homogeneous
warming that increases with height (Vecchi and Soden , 2007). In chapter 2 the large scale
pattern of the tropical SLP changes under global warming is discussed in a CMIP3 MMEns in
relation to the inhomogeneous tropospheric warming. A strong relationship between the SLP
trends and the inhomogeneous tropospheric warming is found, consistent with the Bjerknes
Circulation Theorem. Further, it is shown that the land-sea warming contrast dominates the
inhomogeneous tropospheric warming, and hence the large scale SLP response under global
warming. A simple physical model is introduced, that can explain a large part of the large
scale tropical SLP changes with the inhomogeneous tropospheric warming.
Climate variability is often organised in quasi-stationary spatial patterns, also called modes
of variability. Changes in these modes of variability under global warming can have large socio-
economical impacts, thus are as important as changes in the mean state. In chapter 3 a method
for comparing the spatial structure of variability in two datasets is presented, which can be
used to identify the changes in the modes of variability under global warming. This method is
called Distinct Empirical Orthogonal Function (DEOF) analysis and is a generalisation of the
method introduced in Dommenget (2007). The method is illustrated on the basis of several
well defined artificial examples and compared with results from the literature.
Chapter 4 presents an analysis about the global warming response of the zonal circulation
cells and its most prominent part, the Walker Circulation. For the representation of the zonal
circulation cells the zonal stream function is used. The focus of the analysis is on the eastward
shift of the Walker Circulation under global warming and its relation to El Nino Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) variability. Further, the non-linearity of the zonal stream function in
ENSO variability is investigated and the changes of the modes of variability are analysed using
the DEOF method described in chapter 3.
1.1 Multi-model ensemble
In the 3rd and 5th phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3, Meehl et al.,
2007a and CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012) all climate model runs are collected that were carried out
for the 4th and 5th assessment report (AR4 and AR5) of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC, AR4: Meehl et al., 2007b, AR5: will be published Januar 2014), respectively.
We use multi-model ensembles (MMEns) of this broad data base of 24 models in CMIP3 and
36 models in CMIP5 for the analysis of climate change. Using a MMEns instead of a single
climate model follows the basic idea of Galton (1907), who revealed that the average over many
individual (biased) guesses is quite close to the true value. Indeed, Reichler and Kim (2008)
found that in the CMIP3 data base the MMEns of all individual models represent the observed
climate better than any individual climate model (see their Fig. 1). The model biases seem to
average out in a MMEns. We therefore use a MMEns for analysing climate change predictions
to base our results on a comprehensive ground.
Chapter 2
The Tropospheric Land-Sea Warming
Contrast as the Driver of Tropical
Sea Level Pressure Changes
This chapter is a reprint of the paper “The Tropospheric Land-Sea Warming Contrast as the
Driver of Tropical Sea Level Pressure Changes” published in Journal of Climate.
Citation: Bayr, T., and Dommenget, D. (2013a), The Tropospheric Land–Sea Warming
Contrast as the Driver of Tropical Sea Level Pressure Changes, Journal of Climate, 26(4),
1387–1402, doi:10.1175/JCLI-D-11-00731.1.
Abstract
This article addresses the causes of the large-scale tropical sea level pressure
(SLP) changes during climate change. The analysis presented here is based on model
simulations, observed trends and the seasonal cycle. In all three cases the regional
changes of tropospheric temperature (Ttropos) and SLP are strongly related to each
other (considerably stronger than (sea) surface temperature and SLP). This relationship
basically follows the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem, with relatively low regional SLP
where there is relatively high Ttropos and vice versa. A simple physical model suggests
a tropical SLP response to horizontally inhomogeneous warming in the tropical Ttropos,
with a sensitivity coefficient of about -1.7 hPa/K. This relationship explains a large
fraction of observed and predicted changes in the tropical SLP.
It is shown that in climate change model simulations the tropospheric land-sea warm-
ing contrast is the most significant structure in the regional Ttropos changes relative to the
tropical mean changes. Since the land-sea warming contrast exists in the absent of any
atmospheric circulation changes it can be argued that the large-scale response of tropical
SLP changes is to first order a response to the tropical land-sea warming contrast. Fur-
ther, as land-sea warming contrast is mostly available moisture dependent, the models
predict a stronger warming and decreasing SLP in the drier regions from South America
to Africa and a weaker warming and increasing SLP over the wetter Indo-Pacific warm
pool region. This suggests an increase in the potential for deep convection conditions over
the Atlantic Sector and a decrease over the Indo-Pacific warm pool region in the future.
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2.1 Introduction
The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
predicts a substantial global warming with a well-defined 3-dimensional spatial pattern in at-
mospheric temperatures for future anthropogenic climate change. How the tropical sea level
pressure (SLP) and atmospheric circulation changes in response to these atmospheric temper-
ature changes is the focus of this study.
The atmospheric temperature response to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations in the
tropics has two important large-scale features: a vertical increase in warming of the tropo-
sphere and a land-sea warming contrast. The vertical increase in warming in the tropical
troposphere is associated with the enhanced hydrological cycle (Held , 1993; Held and Soden,
2006) and is accompanied by a weakening of the large-scale tropical circulation (Vecchi et al.,
2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Vecchi et al., 2008). The second feature, which is not restricted
to the tropical regions, is the marked land-sea contrast of surface and low-level warming, i.e.
a (stronger) heating over land relative to the oceans. This is not just a transient effect caused
by difference heat capacities of land and oceans, but is due to differences in feedbacks related
to the available moisture (Sutton et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2008; Dommenget , 2009).
How land-sea contrast is generated is illustrated in Joshi et al. (2008): Above a certain level
in the middle troposphere the warming is more or less horizontal uniform due to a strong mixing
of these air masses (see also Fig. 2.1a upper levels). Below this level, local feedbacks dominate
the lapse rate and the warming. Due to more available latent heat the lapse rate is lower
where the moisture content is higher and vice versa, with the dry adiabatic lapse rate as upper
boundary. Thus starting at the same temperature in the middle troposphere and following a
moisture dependent adiabat we yield a higher surface temperature at drier air columns and
lower surface temperature at wetter air columns. Available moisture is limited over land, so
that we get in general a stronger warming over land than over ocean, thus a land-sea warming
contrast. Thus the terminology “land-sea contrast” can be a little bit misleading, because it is
mostly an “available moisture contrast”.
Important aspects of land-sea warming contrast are shown in Figure 2.1a: In the vertical
it is most pronounced near the surface and in the horizontal it is strongest over the arid
subtropical land masses. In the layer from 850 to 500 hPa the dry trade wind inversions over
the East Atlantic and East Pacific warm nearly as strong as the dry air over the subtropical
land masses. The humid Maritime Continent has only a weak land-sea contrast at surface and
no land-sea contrast in the lower troposphere. These two features become clearer in Figure
2.1b: The Maritime Continent cools above the lowest levels more ocean-like and the Atlantic
warms above the lowest levels more land-like. The upper boundary of the land-sea warming
contrast varies over the individual oceans and continents (in agreement with Joshi et al., 2008),
while in the tropical wide perspective it is at the 400 hPa level (Fig. 2.1b). In summary it
is quite obvious in this figure that horizontal differences in the warming of each tropospheric
level relative to the level’s mean warming are highest in the lower levels, which are strongest
affected by the land-sea warming contrast. Since horizontal temperature gradients are one
of the main drivers of the longitudinal atmospheric circulation cells, it seems plausible that
the land-sea warming contrast could be an important driver of tropical circulation and SLP
changes. For example Bala et al. (2011) show that an artificial land-sea warming contrast due
to geo-engineering enhances the uplift and decreases the SLP over tropical land masses.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Linear trend of IPCC multi-model ensemble for the period 1970 to 2099 for tropospheric
temperature at surface and for layers from 1000 to 850 hPa, 850 to 500 hPa, 500 to 300 hPa and 300 to
100 hPa; area mean trend of 2.4oC/100 yr, 2.6oC/100 yr, 3.0oC/100 yr, 4.2oC/100 yr and 4.6oC/100 yr
respectively (from bottom to top) removed; (b) as in (a) but here the vertical profile averaged over the
named oceans and continents between 23oS and 23oN.
In general there is an important contrary relationship between temperature and SLP. This
can be observed in monsoon circulation and land-sea breeze and is described by the Bjerknes
Circulation Theorem: Heating at one place and cooling at the other will induce a nearly
direct circulation, with rising air and low SLP at the heat source and sinking air and high
SLP at the heat sink (e.g. Bjerknes et al., 1898; Gill , 1980; Thorpe et al., 2003), assuming
that in the tropics the Coriolis force can be neglected. On regional scales previous studies
(e.g. Hu et al., 2000) found that this relationship can explain the intensification of the Asian
monsoonal circulation by the land-sea warming contrast.
We can now do a first simple thought experiment: We know that there are the three
relatively warm places in the tropics (Indo-Pacific warm pool region, South America and Africa),
where the main deep convection takes place and SLP is low (Krueger and Winston, 1974). We
also know, that in climate change projections due to land-sea warming contrast two of the three
warm places (Africa and South America) warm stronger than the third one (Indo-Pacific warm
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pool region, see Fig. 2.1), because highly available moisture reduces the warming there. Having
the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem in mind we would expect from this little thought experiment
that on large scale the SLP will increase over the warm pool region and decrease over Africa
and South America, if land-sea warming contrast is the dominant feature in the SLP trends.
In recent years the tropical SLP response in a warmer climate was often discussed in the
context of the weakening of the tropical circulations over the Pacific region, thus also on a
more regional than global scale. Since the land-sea warming contrast acts on a global scale the
question arises, if the large scale SLP response in the tropics can be explained with the land-sea
warming contrast?
To describe this relationship between temperature and SLP as precisely as possible the
temperature information of the atmosphere and not only of the surface is important, as indi-
cated by the integration along the circulation path in the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem and
stated in Flohn (1975). Further, considering only changes in surface temperature neglects the
potentially important effect of the land-sea warming contrast in the troposphere. As we will
see in the results section the SLP response in a warmer climate can be described considerably
better if the temperature change over the full tropospheric circulation domain is considered,
thus from surface to tropopause.
The focus of this study is to investigate the link between tropospheric temperature (Ttropos)
and SLP changes in climate model simulations of future climate change simulations and in
observations. We aim to present a simple physical model that can explain a large fraction
of the large-scale response of the tropical SLP in a warming climate. The paper is organised
as follows: Section 2.2 gives an overview of the data used in this study. This is followed by
the first analysis in Section 2.3, in which we investigate the relation between Ttropos and SLP
in the mean seasonal cycle to establish the link between Ttropos and SLP. In Section 2.4 a
simple physical model for the tropical SLP response is introduced that quantifies the linear
relation between Ttropos and SLP. The Ttropos and SLP trends of a climate change multi-model
ensemble are examined in Section 2.5 and 2.6. The model simulation analysis is complemented
by an idealised land-sea contrast experiment in Section 2.7 and the trends in observations
are investigated in Section 2.8. We conclude our analysis with a summary and discussion in
Section 2.9.
2.2 Data
Observed atmospheric temperatures and SLP are taken from the ERA Interim reanalysis
(Simmons et al., 2007) for the available period from 1989 to 2010. Over this period, the tropical
temperature trends are in good agreement with satellite observations (Bengtsson and Hodges ,
2009). We assume that the reanalysis products are the best estimates of observed tropospheric
temperatures for this study, in particular due to the lack of sufficient coverage of “real” obser-
vations for the vertical air temperature profile.
The future climate change simulation data used are from 23 coupled model simulations of
the Climate Model Intercomparison Project 3 (CMIP3) data base (Meehl et al., 2007a). We
took all simulations from the CMIP3 data base which have atmospheric temperature and SLP
for the IPCC 20C and A1B scenario available, interpolated all data on a regular 2.5° x 2.5°
grid and calculated a multi-model ensemble mean with one ensemble member from each model.
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Missing atmospheric temperature values due to topography are interpolated from the levels
above, following a moist adiabatic temperature profile.
Additionally we analyzed a set of sensitivity experiments with the ECHAM5 atmospheric
general circulation model (Roeckner et al., 2003) in T31 horizontal resolution (3.75° x 3.75°)
coupled to a single column mixed layer ocean, as described in Dommenget (2009). We analyzed
two 50 yr long sensitivity experiments in which the land surface temperatures with +1K and
-1K differences from a reference climatology are prescribed; see Dommenget (2009) for details.
For all following analysis we defined the tropospheric temperature, Ttropos, as the vertical
average of mass weighted air temperature from 1000hPa to 100hPa, i.e. approximately the
entire troposphere. The tropics are defined as the region from 23°N to 23°S.
2.3 The Seasonal Cycle of Tropical SLP and Ttropos
As a starting point for this study, we analyse the observed seasonal changes in tropospheric
temperatures and SLP, as it provides a zero order estimate of the tropical circulation response
to changes in tropospheric temperatures or to external forcing (incoming solar radiation in this
case) in general. In Figure 2.2a-d we compare the seasonal mean Ttropos relative to the tropical
total mean Ttropos with the seasonal mean SLP relative to the tropical total mean SLP. We can
first of all note that the tropics have three regions of relative warm Ttropos over Africa, South
America and the Indo-Pacific warm pool region (including Australia), which are also called the
three main ’heat sources’, where the main deep convection takes place (Krueger and Winston,
1974). These warm regions are separated by the cooler eastern Pacific and Atlantic and cooler
regions towards higher latitudes. Following the seasonal cycle these regions shift mostly in
north-south directions. More importantly in the context of this study we can see, that the
patterns of relative Ttropos and SLP in all four seasons are highly anti-correlated with each
other (Fig. 2.2a-d): The three main ’heat sources’ in the tropics coincide with the regions of
lowest SLP (Matsuno, 1966), as expected from the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem. The net
mass exchange with the extra-tropics from season to season is small (despite the flow from
summer to winter hemisphere), so that air masses redistribute mainly within the tropical band.
Another way of illustrating the strong relationship between relative Ttropos and relative SLP
is to regress all four seasonal mean relative Ttropos values against the relative SLP for all grid
points, as shown in Figure 2.3. The distribution indicates a clear linear relationship between
relative Ttropos and relative SLP consistent with the above discussion. As a first measure of
the relation, we obtain from a linear regression a -2.4 hPa change in SLP per 1 K warming in
Ttropos in the seasonal cycle, which can explain 76% (R2 = 0.76) of the SLP seasonal means
with the Ttropos seasonal means.
2.4 A Simple Model for Tropical SLP Response to Changes in
Ttropos
From simple physical considerations we can build a physical model to estimate the linear
relationship between relative Ttropos and relative SLP in the tropics. Figure 2.4 illustrates how
a regionally different warming of Ttropos can cause a mass redistribution and therefore a change
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Figure 2.2: Seasonal mean Ttropos (top) and SLP (bottom) in ERA Interim relative to the tropics area
total mean in (a) DJF (−10.0oC, 1011.8hPa,−0.85), (b) MAM (−9.6oC, 1011.6hPa,−0.87), (c) JJA
(−9.9oC, 1012.7hPa,−0.89) and (d) SON (−9.9oC, 1012.1hPa,−0.87); values in brackets are the sub-
tracted area mean for Ttropos, SLP and the pattern correlation between the two patterns, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Regression between relative Ttropos and SLP pattern from Fig. 2.2a-d for all four seasons
together.
in SLP. Regarding to the Bjerknes Circulation Theorem we propose the following mechanism
behind the simple model: We consider initially two air columns with the same temperature
and pressure (Fig. 2.4a). Warming the left column will expand the air, and cooling the right
will contract the air (Fig. 2.4b). In the real world the Bjerknes Circulation tries to balance the
temperature differences and induces a lateral mass flow between the warmer and the colder air
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column and causes a SLP change. In our physical model we assume that the heights of the two
columns are balanced at the end again (Fig. 2.4c). As in a hydrostatic framework the pressure
is just the weight of the mass above we start in our simple model with the hydrostatic equation:
dp = −ρ g dh (2.1)
with pressure p, density ρ, gravity constant g and air column height h. With
dh =
h
T
dT (2.2)
we can calculate the isobaric thermal expansion of the air column using ideal gas law, with
temperature T. To balance the heights of the two columns at the end, half of the height
difference is moved from the warmer to the colder air volume. So with both equations we
obtain for the SLP change in dependency of the temperature change:
dp
dT
= 0.5 ρ g
h
T
(2.3)
Our model assumes lateral mass flow so that the pressure changes of many thin air volumes
integrated vertically over the whole column is the same as the mass flow of one 900-hPa-thick
column. This allows us to use the hydrostatic equation. From ERA Interim we obtain for the
mean tropospheric density ρ = 0.562kg m3, troposphere height h = 16.5km and tropospheric
temperature T = 263.6K so that we yield a pressure change of −1.7 hPa at the surface per 1-K
warming of the tropospheric air column above. This value is close to the statistical regression
coefficient found in Fig. 2.3, indicating that the simple model describes a significant part of
the SLP response to Ttropos. However, there is also a statistically significant deviation from the
observed relationship, indicating that the model is not a complete match.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of the physical model (for details see text).
There are four assumptions for this model: First, the model only considers relative (inhomo-
geneous) changes in Ttropos and SLP, which means a mass redistribution only inside the tropics
for SLP and a local heating relative to the tropical average for Ttropos. Thus the area mean
is removed from SLP and Ttropos (as in Fig. 2.2a-d) before applying the simple model. A ho-
mogenous warming of Ttropos has no effect on SLP, as they would not induce any regional SLP
changes (mass redistribution inside the tropics). The seasonal changes of the absolute values of
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Ttropos and SLP (Fig. 2.2a-d) are an order of magnitude smaller than the regional differences
within one season. Thus the inhomogeneous variations are much more pronounced than the
homogeneous. With respect to the seasonal cycle, we can explain 70% of the SLP changes by
the changes in Ttropos (Fig. 2.3), which is only 6% less than in the statistical regression.
Second, it is assumed that the Ttropos changes are given and independent of SLP changes.
Thus SLP changes are assumed to be a response to Ttropos, but do not cause changes in Ttropos.
This is a simplification, as changes in SLP or more generally in the atmospheric circulation will
cause changes in Ttropos. However, the main feature in Ttropos change is the land-sea warming
contrast (compare Fig. 2.1a and 2.5a top) due to processes and feedbacks that do not involve
atmospheric circulation changes (Joshi et al., 2008; Dommenget and Flöter , 2011). Indeed the
tropical land-sea warming contrast can be reproduced very well in a global energy balance
climate model that does not simulate atmospheric circulation changes (Dommenget and Flöter ,
2011). Thus atmospheric circulation feedbacks can be considered as a secondary effect.
Third, the model does not consider that vertical column extent varies with topography.
Since we interpolated all columns to sea level height, we implicitly assumed that this topo-
graphic effect is of secondary order.
Fourth, a pressure level exists, in which we have nearly no horizontal gradients in the
geopotential height change, so that the mass has to redistribute below this level. This is best
valid at the tropopause layer, which is in the tropics roughly at the 100 hPa level (not shown).
2.5 Projected Trends in the Multi Model Ensemble
Having established the fidelity of our simple model to describe the tropical SLP response to
Ttropos changes over the seasonal cycle, we can now look at the multi-model ensemble mean
trends of tropical climate change simulations for the period 1970 to 2099. First we can note
that the SLP trend averaged over the entire tropics is 0.05 hPa/100 yr and is an order of
magnitude smaller than the relative trends (about 0.22 hPa/100 yr ; spatial standard deviation
of Fig. 2.5a bottom), indicating that mass flow in or out of the tropics is small compared to
the tropical internal changes. Thus relative SLP changes in the tropics mark the main signal of
tropical SLP changes. In contrast the Ttropos absolute trend (3.6°C/100 yr) is about an order
of magnitude larger than the relative trends (up to ±0.4°C/100 yr).
Figure 2.5a shows the linear trend patterns in relative Ttropos and relative SLP for the
period 1970 to 2099. Relative to the tropical mean warming, the troposphere over Africa
and South America warms most (Fig. 2.5a top). A second strong relative warming appears
in the very dry trade wind inversions over the eastern parts of the subtropical Atlantic and
South Pacific. In agreement with the available moisture dependence of the land-sea warming
contrast, the models predict a relative cooling over the Indo-Pacific warm pole region. Thus
the land-sea contrast of surface and mid level warming dominates the Ttropos trend pattern.
The ensemble mean relative trend of tropical SLP (Fig. 2.5a bottom) is mostly the opposite
to the Ttropos trend pattern. This roughly zonal structure shows a mass redistribution from
the Atlantic region to the warm pool region, and exhibits, as the Ttropos trend pattern, only
small seasonal variations (not shown). Again the strong linear relationship between relative
Ttropos and relative SLP trends can be illustrated by a scatter plot, see Fig. 2.5b. The linear
regression coefficient between all Ttropos and SLP trend points is -2.0 hPa/K, which is a bit
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Figure 2.5: (a) As in Fig. 2.2 but for linear trend of the IPCC multi-model ensemble for the period
1970 to 2099; area mean trend removed (3.6oC/100 yr for Ttropos and 0.05 hPa/100 yr for SLP );
(b) regression of the two trend pattern in (a); (c) residuum of relative SLP trend after applying the
physical model to multi-model ensemble data, (d) meridional mean of the two trend pattern in (a) and
land fraction of the area between 23oS and 23oN in black, smoothed with a running mean of 60o and
mean value subtracted; the grey filled area is the unsmoothed meridional mean of land fraction, with
y-axis on the right.
larger in magnitude than the physical model value of -1.7 hPa/K.
In this scatter plot the ocean grid points are colored in blue and the land grid points in red.
Most ocean grid points have a negative trend in Ttropos and positive trend in SLP, and vice
versa for the land grid points. Thus the relatively clear separation of land and ocean grid points
in this point cloud illustrates again, that the land-sea warming contrast is the major driver for
the tropical SLP changes. However, even if we look at the relation between Ttropos and SLP
for ocean or land points only we find the same basic linear relationship. The linear regression
coefficient and explained variance (R2) values are similar for all ocean points and a bit stronger
regression coefficient but smaller R2 value for all land points. This mainly suggests that the link
between Ttropos and SLP exists also on the smaller scales (e.g. within the continental regions)
and is not just between land and ocean contrast, underlining the general relevance of Bjerknes
Circulation Theorem in the tropics.
It is important to note here that the relationship of the surface temperature (Tsurf) or SST
and the SLP is not as clear as the relationship between Ttropos and SLP, because there are
some significant changes in the relative warmings at different levels (see Fig. 2.1b): At the near
surface (below 850hPa) the local land-sea distribution is dominating the warming contrast, but
at the mid levels from 850hPa-400hPa the large-scale land-sea distribution is more important. In
total we get therefore Ttropos trends with a large-scale hemispheric warming contrast between
the hemisphere with more land (South America to Africa) and the hemisphere with mostly
ocean (Indo-Pacific).
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To underline the importance of considering the whole tropospheric warming instead of just
the surface warming, we analyze the relation between Tsurf or SST and SLP. In Fig. 2.6 the
regression of Tsurf (black line) and SST (blue line) shows a much weaker regression coefficient
of 0.3 hPa/K, which can be explained by the stronger gradients at the surface than in Ttropos.
But more important in the comparison is that with R2 = 0.82 Ttropos can explain twice as much
of the SLP trends as Tsurf with R2 = 0.40 and nearly five as much as SST with R2 = 0.17 in
a linear fit. This figure in comparison with Fig. 2.5b confirms as stated in Flohn (1975) that
tropospheric temperature can describe the SLP response in a warming climate considerably
better than (sea) surface temperature.
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Figure 2.6: Linear regression between relative trends of Tsurf (Fig. 2.1a bottom) and SLP (Fig. 2.5a
bottom) in the IPCC multi-model ensemble for the period 1970 to 2099.
With the Ttropos trends our physical model can explain with 80% only 2% less of the SLP
trends as the statistical regression. The residual SLP trends of the physical model are shown
in Fig. 2.5c (note the different colorbar): Much of the trend signal is gone, highlighting that
the model can explain a large part of the SLP trends, and the residuum trend no longer shows
the large scale mass redistribution but more local trends.
The contrary relationship between relative Ttropos and SLP trends can also be seen very
nicely in the meridional mean of the two trend pattern (Fig. 2.5d), with a correlation of -0.94
between the red and the blue curve. The dependency of the responses to the land warming
shows up in comparison with the meridional mean of the tropical land fraction (black line in
Fig. 2.5d), which is smoothed with a running mean of 60° and the mean value subtracted
(correlation of 0.90 with Ttropos and -0.84 with SLP) or in comparison with the unsmoothed
tropical land fraction (gray shaded area in Fig. 2.5d, correlation of 0.75 with Ttropos and -0.58
with SLP), only disagreeing slightly over the warm pool region. But this can be explained by
the small size of the islands of the Maritime Continent, which leads to a more ocean-like cooling
in the layers above the surface due to the close proximity of the oceans for all land points in
coarse resolution models (Fig. 2.1b).
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2.6 Projected Trends in the Individual CMIP3 Models
The response of individual IPCC models in the A1B scenario can be quite different from model
to model. It is therefore instructive to discuss the distribution in the relationship between
the relative Ttropos and SLP trends for all the IPCC models. Table 2.1 on page 24 lists some
important values for all the individual IPCC models. The absolute trends of tropical Ttropos
have with values between 2.2 and 5.5°C/100 yr, on average 3.6°C/100 yr, nearly the same
spread and magnitude as the trends of the global mean surface temperature (Meehl et al.,
2007b).
Notable are the global mean SLP trends in the models, which suggest some unphysical
trends that will have no impact on the atmospheric circulation. For most models the trends
of the tropical SLP is very similar to the global mean trends (correlation of Tab. 2.1 column
4 with column 5 = 0.96, root mean square error = 0.85 hPa) indicating that the trends of air
flow in or out of the tropics is much smaller than the tropical mean SLP trends would suggest.
But with an average of 0.05 hPa/100 yr the multi-model mean has nearly no change for the
absolute tropical SLP. These area mean trends of the tropics are removed to get the relative
trend pattern. The spatial standard deviation of the relative trend pattern varies between 0.07
and 0.23°C/100 yr, with an average of 0.14°C/100 yr for Ttropos and between 0.20 and 0.78
hPa/100 yr, with an average of 0.37 hPa/100 yr for SLP.
The spatial distribution of nearly all IPCC models shows the same characteristic land-sea
contrast pattern in the relative Ttropos and SLP trends (for some models they are shown in
Fig. 2.8). The question arises, if the strength of the land-sea contrast in SLP trends in the
individual model depends on the strength of land-sea contrast in Ttropos trends. In Figure 2.7
the land-sea contrasts in Ttropos and SLP are compared against each other. For Ttropos the
land-sea contrast is defined as the ratio between the absolute land and ocean mean warming
trend (as defined in Sutton et al. (2007) for surface temperature). We can first of all note that
the land-sea contrast of Ttropos is an order of magnitude smaller than the land-sea contrast of
Tsurf (in e.g. Sutton et al., 2007), which is due to much stronger horizontal diffusion in the free
atmosphere. For the land-sea contrast in SLP trends we need a different definition, because
the definition as ratio between land and ocean SLP trend would not fit here since the absolute
trends are positive and negative. We therefore define the land-sea contrast for SLP trends on
the basis of the difference between the average ocean and land trends, with ocean weighted
with 80% and land with 20% according to their relative fractions in the tropics. Thus large
deviations from zero indicate a strong land-sea contrast, as spatially independent distributed
trends would yield a value of zero. In this figure we can see, that the models with a strong
land-sea contrast in Ttropos tend to have also a strong land-sea contrast in SLP , which is also
indicated by the regression line in black, and shows with a R2 = 0.66 a significant relation.
We can take a closer look at the Ttropos and SLP trends in some models to get an idea of the
extent to which the relationship between Ttropos and SLP varies. Fig. 2.8 shows the relative
trend pattern and regressions of four models, which cover a wide range of different relationships
between Ttropos and SLP trends.
The Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research (BCCR) Bergen Climate Model version 2
(BCM2.0) model has the weakest land-sea contrast in Ttropos and a weak sea-land contrast
in SLP (see Fig. 2.7, number 1), which can be also seen in the trend pattern in Fig. 2.8a:
The strongest warming takes place over the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean and the SLP
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1 : BCCR−BCM2.0
2 : CGCM3.1(T63)
3 : CGCM3.1(T47)
4 : CNRM−CM3
5 : CSIRO−Mk3.0
6 : CSIRO−Mk3.5
7 : GFDL−CM2.0
8 : GFDL−CM2.1
9 : GISS−AOM
10 : GISS−EH
11 : GISS−ER
12 : IAP−FGOALS−g1.0
13 : INGV−SXG
14 : INM−CM3.0
15 : IPSL−CM4
16 : MIROC3.2(hires)
17 : MIROC3.2(medres)
18 : MPI−ECHAM5
19 : MRI−CGCM2.3.2
20 : NCAR−CCSM3
21 : NCAR−PCM
22 : UKMO−HadCM3
23 : UKMO−HadGEM1
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Figure 2.7: Land-sea contrast in the individual IPCC models and the multi-model ensemble (circle)
for Ttropos on the x-axis and SLP on the y-axis; for the definition of the land-sea contrast see text; the
black line is the regression line with R2 = 0.66.
trends are mostly the opposite (pattern correlation = -0.74). Thus, despite the weak land-sea
contrast in Ttropos, the linear relation between Ttropos and SLP is still strong (Fig. 2.8b, R2 =
0.55). The regression of ocean only (blue line) and land only (red line) grid points yields similar
regression coefficients but a higher R2 value for ocean only and a lower for land only. Further
the land-sea contrast at surface is with 1.35 in the normal range (not shown) but the land-sea
contrast in Ttropos is with 1.01 (Fig. 2.7) very low, indicating that the coupling between surface
and troposphere is different than in the other models.
The Max-Planck Institute (MPI) ECHAM5 model has nearly no land-sea contrast in SLP
and is in the lower middle of the land-sea contrast range (see Fig. 2.7, number 18), even so
the land-sea contrast is clearly imposed on both trend patterns in Fig. 2.8c. The SLP trends
disagree strongly with our hypothesis above the mountainous regions. The regression (Fig.
2.8d) shows a relation between these two patterns (R2 = 0.42) and the ocean and land grid
points are mostly separated, but not directly along the regression line. The regression for the
ocean only and land only grid points has a similar regression coefficient, but a higher R2 value
for ocean only and an even weaker for land only. Here the land-sea contrast values of Tsurf and
Ttropos are both in the normal range, but the land-sea contrast in SLP is very low (Fig. 2.7),
so that in this model the coupling of Ttropos and SLP over the mountainous regions, seems to
be different from the other models.
The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model version 2.1 (GFDL-CM2.1)
model is in the upper middle of the land-sea contrast range (see Fig. 2.7, number 8) and the
trend pattern (Fig. 2.8e) looks quite similar to those of the multi-model ensemble. The land
and ocean points are well separated along the regression line, which show with a R2 = 0.72 a
strong relation (Fig. 2.8f). The regression for ocean only and land only is here quite similar to
the all grid points regression.
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Figure 2.8: As in Fig. 2.5a,b, but in (a),(b) for BCCR-BCM2.0, in (c),(d) for MPI-ECHAM5, in
(e),(f) for GFDL-CM2.1 and in (g),(h) for UKMO-HadCM3 climate model.
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The third climate configuration of the United Kingdom Met Office Unified Model (UKMO-
HadCM3) is the model with the strongest land-sea contrast (see Fig. 2.7, number 22) and in
the trend patterns (Fig. 2.8g) the land-sea contrast is imposed on both trend pattern and the
amplitudes are stronger than in the multi-model ensemble. The regression (Fig. 2.8h) shows a
clear relation between these two patterns (R2 = 0.92) and a clear separation of ocean and land
grid points due to the strong land-sea contrast. Here again the regression for ocean only and
land only is quite similar to the all grid points regression. In these four models the R2 value
is higher over ocean than over land, with bigger differences in the models where we have only
a weak land sea contrast in Ttropos or SLP , so that the interaction over land seems to be the
critical point in these models.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of regression coefficient and explained variance of the physical model in the
individual IPCC models and the multi-model ensemble (circle). The black dashed line represents the
corresponding sensitivity coefficient of the physical model.
Most of the remaining models have trend pattern that are quite similar to the ones of the
multi-model ensemble. With pattern correlations between the two trend pattern between -0.28
and -0.96, with an average of -0.80 (Tab. 2.1), we can see that in most of the IPCC models the
SLP trends are strongly related to the Ttropos trends. The statistical regression of the trend
patterns yields values between -1.4 and -2.6 hPa/K (Fig. 2.9), with an average of -2.1 hPa/K,
and R2 values between 0.08 and 0.92, with an average of 0.67. These regression coefficients are
on average again a bit stronger than in the simple physical model (black dashed line), indicating
that the simple model underestimates the link between Ttropos and SLP. The simple model can
explain in the individual IPCC models between 8% and 84% of the SLP trends, with an average
of 63%, but all except one model explaining more than 40% (Fig. 2.9).
We conclude that the strong coupling between the Ttropos and SLP trends is evident in
most of the models, even if the land-sea contrast is not the dominant signal in the trends, as
in BCCR-CM2.0 model. And models that have a strong land-sea contrast in Ttropos trends
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1 : BCCR−BCM2.0
2 : CGCM3.1(T63)
3 : CGCM3.1(T47)
4 : CNRM−CM3
5 : CSIRO−Mk3.0
6 : CSIRO−Mk3.5
7 : GFDL−CM2.0
8 : GFDL−CM2.1
9 : GISS−AOM
10 : GISS−EH
11 : GISS−ER
12 : IAP−FGOALS−g1.0
13 : INGV−SXG
14 : INM−CM3.0
15 : IPSL−CM4
16 : MIROC3.2(hires)
17 : MIROC3.2(medres)
18 : MPI−ECHAM5
19 : MRI−CGCM2.3.2
20 : NCAR−CCSM3
21 : NCAR−PCM
22 : UKMO−HadCM3
23 : UKMO−HadGEM1
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the “eastern” hemispheric (60oE−120oW, 23oS−23oN) minus the “west-
ern” hemispheric (120oW − 60oE, 23oS − 23oN) trend of Ttropos (on x-axis) and SLP (on y-axis) of
the individual IPCC models and the multi-model ensemble (circle); the black line is the regression line
with R2 = 0.79.
tend to have also a strong land-sea contrast in SLP trends. Further in most of the models
the land-sea contrast is the dominant signal in the trend pattern: As already stated in the
introduction the land-sea contrast depends on available moisture, so that we expect a stronger
warming in Ttropos and decreasing SLP over the South American/African sector and a relative
cooling in Ttropos and increasing SLP over the Indo-Pacific warm pool region. This is true for
nearly all individual models with a strong linear relation (Fig. 2.10).
2.7 SLP response in idealized Tland +1 K experiment
We can use a set of atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) experiments to investigate
how the atmospheric circulation responds to tropical land warming. This should give some
support for the hypothesis that the SLP trends are being primarily a response to the tropo-
spheric temperature warming pattern, which is dominated by the land-sea warming contrast.
We therefore analyze some experiments of Dommenget (2009), in which the response of an
AGCM to warming of the global land by +1K and cooling of the global land by -1K is simu-
lated. The SST in the AGCM is free to respond, as the SST is simulated by a simple single
column ocean mixed layer model; see Dommenget (2009) for details. Thus these experiments
are not constructed in a way that they can exactly reproduce the IPCC runs, as the surface
land warming is here prescribed homogeneously over all land points, independent from available
moisture or distant to the coasts.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Absolute difference of Tsurf in the idealised Tland ±1K experiment; (b),(c) as
Fig. 2.5a,b, but here the relative difference of the idealised experiment, area mean response of 0.6oC for
Ttropos and -0.05 hPa for SLP removed; pattern correlation = -0.89.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.11, with the response defined as the difference between the
land +1K minus the land -1K divided by 2. The ocean warms much less than 1K in response
to the 1K surface land temperature increase (Fig. 2.11a), as discussed in Dommenget (2009),
and surface temperature has a very strong land-sea contrast of 5.1. The relative response of
tropospheric temperature is positive over the continents and mostly negative over the oceans,
with higher response over the dry subtropics than over the wetter tropics (Fig. 2.11c top),
as expected from the land-sea warming contrast. In agreement with the Bjerknes Circulation
Theorem the SLP response is mostly the opposite of the Ttropos response (Fig. 2.11c bottom,
pattern correlation -0.89). These patterns have similar trends as the global warming runs over
Africa, the Atlantic, South America and the Pacific, but disagree in sign over Southeast Asia,
the Maritime Continent and Australia. In the idealised runs we have a clear land-sea contrast
signal over the warm pool region, as they are prescribed, but in the IPCC runs there is no
land-sea contrast in Ttropos and SLP . As stated above this difference can be explained with
the experimental setup of the idealised experiments, where the land-sea contrast is forced by
the fixed land surface temperature change.
A regression between these two response patterns yields a regression coefficient similar to
the sensitivity coefficient of the physical model (2.0 hPa/K, Fig. 2.11b) and 79% of the SLP
response can be explained by the Ttropos response in a linear fit (77% in the physical model).
The ocean and land grid points are clearly separated along the regression line, indicating that
the land-sea contrast is the major forcing in this two trend pattern. In summary, in these
idealized experiments the trend patterns support our hypothesis, that land-sea contrast is the
major driver for the large-scale SLP response in a warming climate.
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2.8 Observed Trends in ERA Interim Reanalysis
We can now look at observed trends in the tropics over the last two decades to see if a strong
relation between relative Ttropos and SLP trends exists there too. However, we have to keep
in mind a few important differences between the observed and simulated trends: first, the
observed trends are more uncertain than those of the IPCC scenario simulations, due to the
much shorter observed time period of 22 yr versus the 130 yr of the IPCC scenario simulations
used to estimate the trends. Second, it has to be noted that the trends in the 20th century
are weaker than those of the 21th century, which will lead to a weaker trend signal in the
observation compared to the IPCC scenario simulations. Third is has to be noted that tropical
natural variability, such as El Nino, has a stronger impact on relative short time period trends,
which will decrease the signal to noise ratio in the observations. Last we have to consider
that the observations are just one realization of the warming trend, whereas the IPCC scenario
simulations are 23 realizations averaged to one ensemble mean. Thus the observed trends will
be much more uncertain and will contain a much larger fraction of internal natural variability
than the IPCC scenario simulations.
Figure 2.12: As in Fig. 2.5 but here for the ERA Interim reanalysis data in the period 1989 to 2010;
area mean trend removed in (a): 1.7oC/100 yr for Ttropos and -1.2 hPa/100 yr for SLP .
The trend patterns for the period 1989 to 2010 shown in Fig. 2.12a have some similarities
with the projected trend pattern of the IPCC models, but the amplitudes over ocean are larger
than those over land. The overall Ttropos warming trend of 1.7°C/100 yr lies within the range of
trends due to natural variability simulated by a control simulation of a coupled ECHAM5 model
(Bengtsson and Hodges , 2009). Again these two patterns are highly anti-correlated (−0.85) and
pattern regression yields a regression coefficient of −2.3hPa/K (Fig. 2.12b). In the point clouds
the land and ocean grid points are only weakly separated, indicating that land-sea contrast is
not dominating this trend pattern. The regression for ocean only (blue line) and land only (red
line) yields similar values as for all grid points, with a slightly smaller regression coefficient and
R2 value for land only. The large-scale residuum pattern obtained from the simple model (Fig.
2.12c) has a quite similar structure to the trend pattern, but weaker amplitudes. The physical
model can explain 68% of the SLP trends.
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2.9 Summary and Discussion
In the study presented above we address the causes of the large-scale tropical SLP changes
during climate change. Since tropical SLP is an important indicator for the mean state and
variability of the tropical atmospheric circulation we implicitly assume that the analysis of
the tropical SLP changes will provide us a basis for understanding changes in the tropical
atmospheric circulation. The analysis we present was based on the CMIP3 climate model
simulations for future climate change scenarios, the observed seasonal cycle and on recent
observations of trends in the tropical climate.
In summary we found a quite robust and strong relationship between the large-scale trends
in tropical Ttropos and SLP . This relationship is physically based on the thermodynamic re-
sponse of the SLP to inhomogeneous Ttropos warming. In this picture, the trends in the Ttropos
warming drive the large-scale changes in SLP. This is evident in nearly all IPCC models, in-
dependent if land-sea contrast is dominating the two trend pattern or not. With the help
of a simple physical model we can measure the ratio between the SLP and Ttropos trends (-
1.7 hPa/K) and can predict a large part of the SLP trends if we know the Ttropos trends.
Further the dominating feature of the inhomogeneous Ttropos warming, which is in most of the
IPCC simulations the land-sea contrast, is imprinted onto the SLP trend pattern as well. This
leads to decreased SLP over South America, the Atlantic and parts of Africa and increased
SLP over the tropical Indo-Pacific warm pool and implies changes in the regional distribution
of tropical deep convection. Indeed all of the IPCC models except one predict increasing SLP
and a weaker warming of Ttropos over the warm pool region and decreasing SLP and a stronger
warming of Ttropos over the South American/African region (Fig. 2.10).
In the comparison of the IPCC models it becomes evident that the models that have a strong
land-sea contrast in Ttropos tend to have also a strong land-sea contrast in SLP. Further we
could support our hypothesis with an idealised sensitivity experiment, in which we prescribed
the land warming.
In recent years the tropical SLP response in global warming was often discussed in context
of the enhanced hydrological cycle and the accompanied weakening of the tropical circulations,
as in Vecchi and Soden (2007, hereafter VS07). This discussion, however, did not consider
the second important change of tropical temperature: the land-sea warming contrast. The
question arises: How does our new idea fit in their discussion about the weakening Walker
Circulation: Their Fig. 10 (top) is similar to our Fig. 2.5a (bottom) with a similar tendency in
the relative SLP trends over the Indo-Pacific warm pool region and the tropical Pacific, even
though they only considered SLP changes only over the oceans. VS07 based their argument on
the interaction between SST in this region and the Walker Circulation, but found a disagreement
between the SLP and SST change. Further, it needs to be noted that our simple model does not
make any statement on how the tropical Pacific SST may change, which is central to the VS07
study. The simple model discussed here explains a large fraction of the total SLP trends over
the Indo-Pacific warm pool region (R2 = 0.81), but the residuum of this model shows still a
decrease in SLP gradient over the Pacific Ocean that would fit to the VS07 study. In turn, our
explanation for the roughly zonal SLP response due to inhomogeneous Ttropos warming could
be the missing piece, explaining why the zonal Walker Circulation weakens stronger than the
meridional Hadley Circulation: Two of the three main convection regions (South America and
Africa) warm stronger than the third (the Indo-Pacific warm pool), which decreases the relative
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importance of the latter. This zonal inhomogeneous distribution of the land-sea contrast leads
to zonal changes that affect the Walker circulation, but do not affect the Hadley circulation that
much. Thus it seems that both approaches fit together: VS07 considering the changes in the
vertical temperature profile and this study here the horizontal. However, the results presented
in here suggest that land-sea warming contrast is probably the most important driver of the
large scale SLP change and that future changes in the spatial distribution of relative low SLP ,
with associated upward air motion, which would favor deep convection conditions, are strongly
controlled by the relative changes in tropospheric temperatures.
From reanalysis data the question arises, if the trend in the tropical SLP is the warming
climate signal as seen in the IPCC simulations or if it is natural variability. The trend pat-
terns show some similarities to those in the IPCC simulations, but this trend lies within the
range of natural variability, simulated by a control simulation of a coupled ECHAM5 model
(Bengtsson and Hodges , 2009) and both variables have stronger trends over oceans than over
land. Further the negative SLP trend over the Maritime Continent together with the positive
trend over the east Pacific shows an increase in the zonal SLP gradient over the Pacific, which
can be interpreted as an increase in strength of the Walker Circulation due to natural vari-
ability, as proposed by Meng et al. (2011). The response of equatorial Pacific in a warming
climate is a topic of recent research (e.g. DiNezio et al., 2009; Park et al., 2009) but still model
dependent (Latif and Keenlyside , 2009). From these uncertainties in the dynamical response
and the short records of observations it is difficult to assess, what part of the observed trends is
natural variability and what is climate change. However, the relative trends of Ttropos and SLP
in observations are also strongly related, following mostly the simple thermodynamical model
discussed in this study.
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SLP trend
[hPa/100yr]*
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correla-
tion**
Statistical
regression
coefficient
[hPa/K]**
R2 value
of stat. re-
gression**
R2 value
of simple
model**
Multi Model Ensemble 3.6 0.10 0.05 −0.10 0.22 −0.90 −2.0 0.82 0.80
BCCR-BCM 2.0 3.1 0.08 0.40 0.27 0.25 −0.74 −2.4 0.55 0.51
CGCM3.1(T63) 4.2 0.12 −0.24 −0.34 0.30 −0.79 −2.0 0.62 0.61
CGCM3.1(T47) 3.7 0.11 −0.16 −0.29 0.28 −0.85 −2.1 0.71 0.69
CNRM-CM3 3.8 0.12 0.45 0.28 0.32 −0.81 −2.2 0.65 0.62
CSIRO-MK3.0 2.6 0.11 −0.12 −0.20 0.23 −0.70 −1.4 0.50 0.48
CSIRO-MK3.5 4.0 0.17 −0.26 −0.30 0.47 −0.88 −2.4 0.77 0.70
GFDL-CM2.0 3.8 0.15 −0.16 −0.33 0.36 −0.94 −2.2 0.88 0.84
GFDL-CM2.1 3.8 0.14 0.34 0.18 0.34 −0.85 −2.0 0.72 0.70
GISS-AOM 2.9 0.10 0.17 0.18 0.24 −0.79 −1.9 0.62 0.62
GISS-EH 3.2 0.14 0.08 −0.24 0.37 −0.92 −2.4 0.84 0.76
GISS-ER 3.2 0.13 0.06 −0.27 0.36 −0.91 −2.5 0.83 0.74
IAP-FGOALS1.0 2.8 0.11 0.11 −0.17 0.21 −0.75 −1.5 0.57 0.56
INGV-SXG 3.3 0.12 0.01 −0.18 0.78 −0.28 −1.8 0.08 0.08
INM-CM3.0 3.0 0.12 −0.26 −0.29 0.31 −0.93 −2.4 0.86 0.79
IPSL-CM4 4.2 0.14 −0.13 −0.37 0.34 −0.83 −2.0 0.70 0.68
MIROC3.2(hires) 5.5 0.20 0.53 0.43 0.53 −0.70 −1.9 0.50 0.49
MIROC3.2(medres) 4.1 0.21 0.43 0.30 0.53 −0.88 −2.3 0.78 0.73
MPI-ECHAM5 4.6 0.15 −0.03 −0.22 0.40 −0.65 −1.8 0.42 0.42
MRI-CGCM2.3.2 3.0 0.11 −0.02 −0.16 0.28 −0.76 −2.0 0.59 0.57
NCAR-CCSM3 3.2 0.14 0.33 0.25 0.29 −0.77 −1.6 0.59 0.58
NCAR-PCM 2.2 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.20 −0.92 −2.4 0.84 0.76
UKMO-HadCM3 3.6 0.23 −0.74 −0.88 0.62 −0.96 −2.6 0.92 0.81
UKMO-HadGEM1 3.9 0.17 0.23 0.01 0.45 −0.89 −2.3 0.80 0.74
Average 3.6 0.14 0.05 −0.10 0.37 −0.80 −2.1 0.67 0.63
*Spatial standard deviation of the relative trend pattern.
**For the two relative trend pattern of SLP and Ttropos.
Table 2.1: Some statistical values of all IPCC models investigated in this study; boldfaced last row is the average over all 23 individual models.
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Comparing the spatial structure of
variability in two datasets against each
other on the basis of EOF-modes
This chapter is a reprint of the paper “Comparing the spatial structure of variability in two
datasets against each other on the basis of EOF-modes” published online in Climate Dynamics.
Citation: Bayr, T., and Dommenget, D. (2013b), Comparing the spatial structure of vari-
ability in two datasets against each other on the basis of EOF-modes. Climate Dynamics.
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Abstract
In analysis of climate variability or change it is often of interest how the spatial
structure in modes of variability in two datasets differ from each other, e.g. between past
and future climate or between models and observations. Often such analysis is based
on Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis or other simple indices of large-scale
spatial structures. The present analysis lays out a concept on how two datasets of
multivariate climate variability can be compared against each other on basis of EOF
analysis and how the differences in the multivariate spatial structure between the two
datasets can be quantified in terms of explained variance in the leading spatial patterns.
It is also illustrated how the patterns of largest differences between the two datasets can
be defined and interpreted.
We illustrate this method on the basis of several well-defined artificial examples and
by comparing our approach with examples of climate change studies from the literature.
These literature examples include analysis of changes in the modes of variability under
climate change for the sea level pressure (SLP) of the North Atlantic and Europe, the SLP
of the Southern Hemisphere, the surface temperature of the Northern Hemisphere, the sea
surface temperature of the North Pacific and for precipitation in the tropical Indo-Pacific.
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3.1 Introduction
Climate variability has significant spatial structure that is often characterized by so called
modes of variability. Such modes are, for instance, the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) or the South-
ern Annular Mode (SAM). These modes are assumed to be quasi-fixed spatial patterns
(Wallace and Gutzler , 1981), that represent a relative large part of climate variability. Al-
ternatively one can think of the climate variability as a multivariate stochastic process, which
has a continuum of spatial patterns of variability (e.g. see discussion in Dommenget , 2007;
hereafter D07). Independent of whether we think of the climate variability as fixed modes
(factors) or a continuum of spatial patterns reflecting a multivariate stochastic process, often
the question arises: What are the differences in the spatial structures of variability between one
time period and another or between a control and a sensitivity experiment or between model
simulations and observations? The aim of this study presented here is to outline a concept of
how such a comparison can be done in a quantitative way on the basis of Empirical Orthogonal
Function (EOF) analysis (also known as principal component analysis).
As the multivariate structure of any dataset is unique and different from any other dataset,
a special frame is needed to be able to compare the multivariate structure of two data sets.
Jolliffe (2002, Chapter 13.5) gives a nice overview about EOF related technics for comparing the
multivariate structure in two or more datasets against each other. Some of these technics aim to
find some common eigenvectors, which are then used as basis to compare the individual datasets
(e.g. in common principal component analysis in Sengupta and Boyle , 1998). Some other tech-
nics suggest a criterion like the angle between the eigenvectors of different datasets to find out if
eigenvectors differ significantly from each other (e.g. in Krzanowski , 1979). Beyond that several
other technics were used in recent literature to investigate the changes in the modes of variability
under increased greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. Osborn , 2004; Rauthe et al., 2004; Hu and Wu,
2004; Kuzmina, 2005; McHugh and Rogers , 2005; Miller et al., 2006; Stephenson et al., 2006;
Keeley et al., 2008). Most of these technics focus on the changes in one particular mode or com-
pare the leading modes pairwise. Although this gives a good discussion of how the particular
investigated leading modes will change, it remains unclear whether this change is representa-
tive for the whole multivariate stochastic variability or it is the most important change in the
dataset. Considering only the dominant mode in the dataset will in most cases exclude the
largest part of the variability that is represented by all the other modes of variability. It also
needs to be considered that the changes in the spatial structure of the variability may not be
well described by the changes in one or two particular modes at all. The change in the spatial
structure of variability is not limited to intensification, reduction or shift in one pattern, but
it could, for instance, be a change in the length scale of variability in general, a change in the
higher ordered modes or a change of in multiple patterns, thus of the multivariate structure.
The method that we will describe is based on the Distinct Empirical Orthogonal Function
(DEOF) analysis introduced by D07. The basic idea is similar to the one of Krzanowski (1979),
but our method takes the whole multivariate structure of the two datasets into account. The
method allows to objectively quantify differences between the multivariate structure of two
datasets and it allows to define the patterns which best describe these differences. The paper
is organised as follows: In Sect. 3.2 the data used in this study are presented, and the new
method is introduced in Sect. 3.3. The statistical significance levels of the DEOF patterns
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are discussed in Sect. 3.4. How this method works and how the results can be interpreted is
illustrated in Sect. 3.5 on the basis of four well-defined constructed examples. The robustness
of this method is then compared against several literature examples of studies about changes
in the modes of variability under climate change scenarios in Sect. 3.6. The study is concluded
with a summary and discussion section.
3.2 Data
The data analysed in this study are taken from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project 3
(CMIP3, Meehl et al., 2007a). We selected all climate models, which had sea level pressure
(SLP), surface temperature (Tsurf ), sea surface temperature (SST) and precipitation available
for the present day (20C) and global warming scenario (A1B); see Table 3.1 for a list of climate
models. For each model simulation the linear trend and mean annual cycle is subtracted to
define anomalies which are interpolated onto a common 2.5° x 2.5° grid. The anomalies of
the 24 individual model simulations are then concatenated to build one multi-model ensemble
dataset with one ensemble member from each model.
Model Institute
BCCR-BCM2.0 Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Norway
CGCM3.1(T63) Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, Canada
CGCM3.1(T47) Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, Canada
CNRM-CM3 Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques, France
CSIRO-Mk3.0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia
CSIRO-Mk3.5 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia
GFDL-CM2.0 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA
GFDL-CM2.1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA
GISS-AOM Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA
GISS-EH Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA
GISS-ER Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA
IAP-FGOALS-g1.0 Institute of Atmospheric Physics, China
INGV-SXG Italian National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology, Italy
INM-CM3.0 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia
IPSL-CM4 Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France
MIROC3.2(hires) Center for Climate System Research, Japan
MIROC3.2(medres) Center for Climate System Research, Japan
MIUB-ECHO-G Meteorological Institute of the University of Bonn, Germany, Meteorological
Research Institute of the Korea
MPI-ECHAM5 Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
MRI-CGCM2.3.2 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
NCAR-CCSM3 National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
NCAR-PCM National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
UKMO-HadCM3 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, UK
UKMO-HadGEM1 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, UK
Table 3.1: List of climate models taken from the CMIP3 database
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3.3 Method of comparing two sets of EOF-modes
In the following we assume that the spatial structure of the variability in two datasets is well
represented by the leading EOF-modes of each dataset. Note that the set of EOF-modes of
any dataset is unique and different from any other dataset. In order to be able to compare
the relative importance of the different modes in two different datasets we need to define a
common reference set of modes. A method of comparing two sets of EOF-modes against
each other has been discussed in D07. Therein the EOF-modes of a dataset are compared
against the EOF-modes of the stochastic null hypothesis of isotropic diffusion by projecting the
leading EOF-modes of the isotropic diffusion process onto the EOF-modes of the dataset. This
approach can be generalized by replacing the EOF-modes of the stochastic null hypothesis with
the EOF-modes of any other dataset. Thus we define the EOF-modes of our first dataset “A“
as the reference modes. The variance that each (i-index) of the reference modes from dataset
A, ~EAi would explain in the dataset B can be estimated by projecting all of the EOF patterns of
A, ~EAi onto the EOF pattern of B, ~E
B
j , or in shortened form, A→ B. Due to the orthogonality
of the EOF pattern, the sum over all linear combinations gives us the explained variance the
EOF pattern of ~EAi would have in the dataset B:
pevA→Bi =
N∑
j=1
c2ij ev
B
j (3.1)
with projected explained variance, pevA→Bi , the explained variance of the jth EOF pattern in
dataset B, evBj and
cij =
~EBj
~EAi∣∣∣ ~EBj ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ ~EAi ∣∣∣ (pattern correlation) (3.2)
It is important to note that the projected explained variances pevA→Bi do not have to be
monotonically decreasing as the explained variances of EOF-modes do. An EOF-mode that
explains at lot of variance in dataset A does not need to explain as much variance in dataset B
and vice versa. We can now directly compare the spectrum of evAi values against the pev
A→B
i
values to estimate which modes have different strength in the two datasets.
One has to keep in mind that the differences between the two datasets may be largest in
a pattern that does not project well onto any of the EOF-modes. In order to find the pattern
which shows the largest differences in explained variance between the two datasets it is necessary
to rotate the EOF-modes to a set of patterns that maximize the difference in explained variance
between the two datasets. These modes are called the DEOF patterns. They can be found
by pairwise rotation of the EOF-modes to maximize the difference in the leading evAi values
relative to the pevA→Bi (See D07 for details).
The DEOF patterns have two explained variance values: one is corresponding to the amount
of variance the pattern explains in dataset A, devA→B(A), and the other is the corresponding
values for dataset B, devA→B(B). The DEOF-modes are ordered by the difference in explained
variance between devA→B(A) and devA→B(B), and not, as in EOF analysis, by the explained
variance of the pattern. It is important to keep in mind that interpretation of the DEOF-
patterns can be equally difficult as for the normal EOF-modes.
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The leading DEOF-mode, DEOF-1A→B , is the pattern that explains more variance in
dataset A than in dataset B. No other pattern can have a larger difference in the explained
variance between the two datasets, ∆devA→B = devA→B(A) − devA→B(B), than DEOF-1, as
the pattern are ordered by their ∆devA→B . In turn, if we want to know which patterns have
a higher explained variance in dataset B than in dataset A, we have to repeat the analysis by
defining the EOF-modes of dataset B as our reference modes and project the EOF-modes of
dataset B onto the EOF-modes of dataset A (DEOFB→A). A MATLAB-script that does the
complete analysis is provided as a Supplementary Material in the Sect. 3.9 on page 51 and the
nomenclature used in this paper is summed up in Table 3.2.
EOF analysis
EOF pattern of data set A ~EAi
EOF pattern of data set B ~EBj
Explained variances of EOF pattern of A evAi
DEOF analysis
Explained variance of ~EAi projected on B pev
A→B
i
DEOF pattern from projection of A on B DEOF-iA→B
Explained variance of DEOF-iA→B in data set A devA→Bi (A)
Explained variance of DEOF-iA→B in data set B devA→Bi (B)
Difference devA→Bi (A)− devA→Bi (B) ∆devA→Bi
Table 3.2: Nomenclature for terms in EOF and DEOF analysis
3.4 Uncertainties of DEOF-Modes
In the discussion of the DEOF-modes it is important to know whether the difference ∆devA→B
is just a reflection of sampling uncertainties or whether it is an indication of differences in
the stochastic processes underlying the two datasets. Thus we need to know the probability
density function (pdf) of ∆dev under the null hypothesis that the stochastic processes in the
two datasets are the same (sampling uncertainty).
The rule of thumb for EOF analysis from North et al. (1982) gives the sampling uncertainty
range of an eigenvalue, which is essentially the standard deviation of the pdf of the eigenvalue.
For the DEOF analysis we have to estimate the expectation value of the difference ∆devA→B =
devA→B(A)−devA→B(B) as well as the spread around it. To estimate the pdf of DEOF analysis
we followed a bootstrapping approach: As the stochastic process we chose isotropic diffusion,
as it is a useful null hypothesis for climate variability and has a well-defined structure of multi-
poles in the EOF-modes (for details see D07). It can be described for any space and time
dependent variable Φ (~x, t) with the following differential equation:
d
dt
Φ (~x, t) = cdamp · Φ (~x, t) + cdiffuse · ∇2Φ (~x, t) + f (~x, t) (3.3)
where cdamp < 0 is a constant for local linear damping, cdiffuse is the diffusion coefficient
and f (~x, t) is spatial and temporal white noise forcing. First, we generated a large ensemble
of isotropic diffusion processes (Eq. 3.3) with different white noise realizations, the same
spatial number degrees of freedom Nspatial (Bretherton et al., 1999) and the same number of
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independent samples Ntime (sampling uncertainties). We then calculated the difference of
∆dev between all pairs of the ensemble. Since all members are realizations from the same
stochastic process, we get an estimate of the pdf of ∆dev for this process. We repeated this
for different parameters of the isotropic diffusion process, leading to different spatial degrees
of freedom (from Nspatial from 5 up to 40). We also repeated this bootstrapping approach
for different numbers of independent samples (Ntime from 120 up to 12,000). Additionally
we calculated the uncertainties of datasets that are generated from 20 unorthogonal patterns
following a bootstrapping approach. The pattern we got from a random rotation of EOF-1 to
EOF-20 and multiplied them with random times series to create a dataset. In this case we get
Nspatial between 5 and 9 and repeated again the bootstrapping approach for different numbers
of independent samples (Ntime from 120 up to 12,000). With both approaches we find a good
approximation for the expectation and spread of the pdf of ∆dev. The expectation value is
best described by:
ε (∆devk) ≈ devk
√
2Nspatial
Ntime
(3.4)
where k denotes the kth DEOF mode. Thus the expectation value differs from the North’s rule
of thumb only by the factor
√
Nspatial. It seems reasonable to assume that the expectation of
∆dev would depend on the number of independent modes in the domain (Nspatial), as we have
maximized ∆dev by pairwise rotation of all leading modes. The standard deviation (stdv) of
the pdf of ∆dev follows North’s rule of thumb:
stdv (∆devk) ≈ devk
√
2
Ntime
(3.5)
With Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 we can calculate the significance of the DEOF-modes: A DEOF mode
that has a ∆dev larger than ε (∆devk) + stdv (∆devk) passes the 86% confidence level and a
∆dev larger than ε (∆devk) + 2 · stdv (∆devk) passes the 96% confidence level. In Figure 3.1
two pdfs of the ∆dev for Nspatial = 10 (Fig. 3.1a) and Nspatial = 20 (Fig. 3.1b) are shown.
Our estimated pdf of ∆dev (dashed lines) is more conservative than the observed pdf (solid
lines) and the cumulative distribution curve can be used to estimate the significance of a ∆dev
value for a given Ntime.
3.5 Discussion of some Artificial Examples
In the following we discuss four artificial examples that increase in complexity, to illustrate
how this method detects prescribed changes. The four examples are chosen in a way, that we
can see how some simple types of changes are revealed in the DEOF analysis. Although, the
changes in climate variability can be more complex, we will see in the subsequent section that
the discussion of these simple artificial examples helps us to interpret the results of observed
and simulated phenomena. The artificial examples are summarized in Table 3.3.
For all following artificial examples we choose the stochastic isotropic diffusion process (Eq.
3.3), as it is a useful null hypothesis for climate variability and has a well-defined structure
of multi-poles in the EOF-modes (for details see D07). The EOF-modes of isotropic diffusion
depend only on the domain dimensions and the decorrelation length. The latter is here a
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Figure 3.1: Probability density function (pdf) (blue bars) and cumulative distribution function (cdf)
(red line) of ∆dev · √Ntime; all values for different numbers of independent samples Ntimes = 120 up
to 12,000 are show in this Figure; the dashed lines are our estimates of the pdf according Eqs. 3.4 and
3.5; in (a) for spatial degrees of freedom Nspatial = 10 (according to Bretherton et al., 1999) and in (b)
for Nspatial = 20.
function of damping coefficient cdamp and diffusion coefficient cdiffuse. The EOF-1 mode is a
monopole, the second and third mode are dipoles followed by multi-poles (for details see D07).
The artificial examples we discuss here are all well-defined and the differences between the
two artificial datasets are known by construction. In the first two examples we discuss two
datasets, which only differ in the strength of the variability of a fixed pattern. In the third
example we discuss two datasets in which the position of a dominant mode of variability is
different whereas in the last example the multivariate structure of the variability differs in
length scale.
3.5.1 Different fixed teleconnection patterns
In the first example we add a fixed forcing pattern on top of an isotropic diffusion process:
d
dt
Φ (~x, t) = cdamp · Φ (~x, t) + cdiffuse · ∇2Φ (~x, t) + f (~x, t) + π (~x) · F (t) (3.6)
with π (~x) as the fixed forcing pattern and F (t) as temporal white noise. The isotropic diffusion
processes are calculated on a 77x71 grid point domain, but for EOF analysis only the inner
37x31 grid points are chosen as the data basis to avoid boundary effects. The datasets are
driven by different white noise f (~x, t) and F (t), so that the differences between two datasets
are a result of the different forcing patterns and sampling uncertainties. The datasets in this
example have 2,400 independent time samples, a decorrelation length of about 9 grid points
and Nspatial of about 13.
We choose in this first example two different (orthogonal) dipoles as forcing patterns, a
left-to-right dipole in dataset A and a top-to-bottom dipole in dataset B (Fig. 3.2a,b). The
shape and strength of these two forcing patterns were chosen in a way that they would result
as the EOF-2 modes in each dataset. Note, that in a continuous stochastic process such as
isotropic diffusion (Eq. 3.3) all possible patterns of variability exist (explain a non-zero amount
of variance). The left-to-right dipole pattern would explain 10.0 % in A and the top-to-bottom
dipole 8.3% in B in the pure isotropic diffusion process (the background noise). By including
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Figure 3.2: (a) The forcing pattern, that was used in the first dataset A, in (b) in the second dataset
B (colorbar in arbitrary units) and in (c) the ratio of the standard deviation of the second dataset B
divided by the first dataset A is given, with shading indicating statistical significant changes according
to a Fisher-F test with 90% confidence level.
the forcing pattern in A we increase the amount of variance explained of this pattern in dataset
A by 6.0% and by including the forcing pattern in B we increase the amount variance explained
of this pattern in dataset B by 4.2%. Due to the different forcing patterns the variability is
higher in the left and right part of the domain in A and in the top and bottom part in B
(Fig. 3.2c).
We start the discussion of the differences of the spatial structure in the variability of the
two datasets by comparing the leading EOF-modes (see Fig. 3.3a-f). The three leading EOF-
modes of the two datasets are similar in pattern and explained variances, but the order of
the patterns are different for mode 2 and 3. This reflects the fact that the left-to-right dipole
pattern explains more variance in dataset A and the top-to-bottom dipole pattern explains
more variance in dataset B, as we forced it by construction. These differences are quantified
in the eigenvalue spectra (see Fig. 3.3g,j). It is first of all important to note, that the x-axes in
Fig. 3.3g and j refer to different sets of EOF-modes in general and the eigenvalues can therefore
not be compared against each other directly. The left-to-right dipole pattern of dataset A, for
instance, is the mode number two in Fig. 3.3g, which is similar, but not identical to mode
number three in Fig. 3.3j. So in order to be able to compare the relative importance of a
specific pattern in both datasets we have to compare the evAi values against the values pev
A→B
i
or the evBj values against the values pev
B→A
j . In Figure 3.3g,j we see that projected explained
variances (pevA→Bi and pev
B→A
j ) do not have to be monotonically decreasing as explained
variances of EOF analysis. From the projected explained variances we can further see, that the
left-to-right dipole has in dataset B a much lower explained variance and the top-bottom dipole
has a larger explained variance, thus showing the change in the hierarchy between EOF-2 and
EOF-3, as forced by the construction of the example.
In the next step we can now find the leading DEOF patterns that maximize the differences
between the two datasets by pairwise rotations of the EOF-modes. DEOF-1A→B (Fig. 3.3h) is
a left-to-right dipole with an explained variance of 16.0% in A and 9.3% in B, thus a difference
of 6.7%, statistical significant according the test in Sect. 3.4. This pattern is very similar to
the EOF-2 in A, EOF-3 in B and the forcing pattern in A. The DEOF-2A→B (Fig. 3.3i) has no
significant spatial structure and reflects the different white noise forcing (see further below for
a discussion of significance and uncertainties). This indicates that the dataset A has one and
only one pattern of variability (DEOF-1A→B in Fig. 3.3h) that is more dominant in dataset A
than in dataset B. In turn for dataset B we find the top-to-bottom pattern as the significant
DEOF-1B→A (Fig. 3.3k). The DEOF-2B→A (Fig. 3.3l) is not significant and is therefore again
indicating that the top-bottom dipole is the only pattern that is more dominant in dataset B
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Figure 3.3: (a)-(c) EOF patterns of dataset A (colorbar in arbitrary units); (d)-(f) EOF patterns of
dataset B; explained variance is given in the header in brackets; (g) the explained variances of dataset A
(black line) and explained variances of dataset A projected onto the eigenvalues of dataset B (red dashed
line), the error bars show the statistical uncertainties of the explained variances due to sampling errors
according to North et al. (1982); (h)-(i) DEOFA→B patterns; the explained variances in A and B
are given in the header in brackets, respectively, and grey values indicate that ∆dev is not significant
according the test in Sect. 3.4; (j) same as (g), but here showing the explained variances of dataset B
(red line) and the explained variances of dataset B projected onto the eigenvalues of dataset A (black
dashed line), (k)-(l) same as (h)-(i), but for the DEOFB→A patterns.
than in dataset A, as expected by construction of this example.
The significance of ∆dev was calculated using the Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 with an 86% confidence
level. Alternatively we can estimate it from Fig. 3.1a,b: with a ∆dev and Ntimes = 2400 we
get ∆dev · Ntimes = 328. With Nspatial = 13 we find that this value is roughly at the 100%
value (none of the numerical realizations produced such a large ∆dev).
According to the significance test both DEOF-1 patterns have a significant ∆dev, while
the higher ordered DEOF patterns are all insignificant. Thus our test can separate the signal
from the noise. The strength of the forcing patterns in this example was constructed in a
way, that we would expect a difference of 6.0% in DEOF-1A→B and of 4.2% in DEOF-1B→A ,
as mentioned above. The estimated values in this example (Fig. 3.3h,k) match the expected
values relatively well.
In summary, we have illustrated in this example that the two different forcing patterns can
be identified with this approach quite clearly in a qualitative and quantitative way, even though
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the forcing patterns are not the dominant modes and even though they project strongly onto
the background noise of isotropic diffusion. Additionally, the approach demonstrates that there
are no other significant large-scale differences between the two datasets.
3.5.2 Intensification of a fixed pattern
In the second example we included a forcing pattern in the second dataset only to illustrate
how the intensification of a mode is represented in the DEOF analysis. The forcing pattern
(Fig. 3.4a) is a monopole located in the eastern part of the domain, which increases the variance
in this region (Fig. 3.4b). The shape of the pattern was chosen to be projecting onto both
EOF-1 and EOF-2 of the isotropic diffusion process (domain-wide monopole and a left-to-
right dipole) to illustrate how a forcing pattern can be detected that does not project on one
EOF-mode only.
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Figure 3.4: Same as Fig. 3.2, but here for the example in Sect. 3.5.2.
The EOF-modes (Fig. 3.5a-d) of the two datasets are quite similar, but the comparison
of the eigenvalue spectra reveals some differences. The DEOF-1B→A (Fig. 3.5h) is the only
significant DEOF pattern and no other significant DEOF patterns exist in dataset A. Thus
the DEOF analysis is able to reveal the forcing pattern even though its original structure is
not projecting on one particular EOF-mode and it shows that only one pattern is amplified in
dataset B. The increase in variance in DEOF-1A→B (Fig. 3.5f) is not significant and reflects
the different white noise forcing.
The experiment can also be repeated with more than one fixed forcing pattern included
in Eq. 3.6 for dataset B, to test if the intensification of several modes can be detected. The
method can clearly present several fixed forcing patterns, assuming that they are orthogonal
to each other (see Supplemental Figure 3.15 and 3.16 on page 48).
3.5.3 Shift of the location of a fixed pattern
In the third example we introduce a forcing pattern that shifts the location between dataset A
to dataset B (Fig. 3.6a,b), so that the forcing weakens in one part and strengthens in the other
(Fig. 3.6c) and describes an eastward shift of the forcing by 16 grid points. The two EOF-1
modes are slightly different in shape, with the center more to the left in dataset A and more
on the right in B (Fig. 3.7a,c), consistent with the forcing patterns. The eigenvalue spectra
reveal differences between the two datasets in EOF-1 and EOF-2 (Fig. 3.7e) and the DEOF-1
of both projections reveal larger and significant differences. Thus in this example, the DEOF-1
patterns of both projections reveal a dominant pattern in each dataset, together illustrating
the shift in a pattern.
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Figure 3.5: Same as Fig. 3.3, but here for the example in Sect. 3.5.2.
However, we have to note that the pattern shape of the DEOF-1 patterns do not quite
match the forcing patterns. This can be understood when we think about how this method
works: A DEOF pattern with the shape of the forcing pattern would not maximize in this case
the difference in explained variance between the two datasets, because it also has amplitude at
those locations, where the other dataset has more explained variance due to the other forcing
pattern. So the interpretation in this case becomes more complicated. Indeed if we compare
the first example with two different (orthogonal) forcing patterns with this example here, we
can notice that the two patterns (before and after the shift) here are not orthogonal to each
other (they project onto each other). In principle the first example can also be interpreted as
a shift in one pattern: The forcing pattern in dataset A is the forcing pattern in dataset B
rotated by 90°. The shift in this first example is more complete, leading to two (before and
after the shift) orthogonal patterns.
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 3.2, but here for the example in Sect. 3.5.3; additional in (c) the difference
between the two forcings B −A.
So the signature of a shift of one pattern is that we have a significant DEOF-1 mode in
both projections, each representing a pattern that is similar to the pattern that is shifted. The
fact that the patterns before and after the shift are not orthogonal to each other will lead to
the DEOFs being slightly different from the pattern that is shifted. Thus we get two patterns,
each of them mostly similar to one “sign” of the ratio of standard deviation (Fig. 3.6d). Other
examples with a shifted dipole pattern are shown in the Supplemental Figure 3.17 to 3.20.
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.3, but here for the example in Sect. 3.5.3.
3.5.4 A Multivariate difference: A difference in length-scale
In this last artificial example we compare two pure isotropic diffusion processes with different
length-scales. So no fixed forcing patterns are included. This example can illustrate that
differences in the EOF-modes do not always have to be interpreted as a difference in a fixed
pattern, but may sometimes reflect multivariate differences in the stochastic high-dimensional
process underlying the dataset. In comparison with the above examples the discussion of this
example illustrates the characteristic signatures of multivariate (high-dimensional) differences.
In dataset A we choose a weaker damping and diffusion constants than in dataset B, which
leads to a shorter decorrelation length (about 7 grid points) in dataset A and a larger decor-
relation length (about 10 grid points) in dataset B. The pattern shape of the EOF-modes is
similar in both datasets (Fig. 3.8a-f), which we also see in the eigenvalues, as the black dashed
line of Fig. 3.8j is nearly the same as the black solid line in Fig. 3.8g (same for the two red
lines). But the amount of explained variance is different. The shorter decorrelation length in
dataset A leads to larger number of spatial degrees of freedom compared to dataset B and
subsequently more EOF-modes are needed to explain the same amount of variance. Therefore
the leading EOF-modes have to explain less variance and the higher order EOF-modes have to
explain more variance to sum up to 100%.
The first three leading DEOFB→A are similar to the first three EOF patterns and are all
significantly stronger in dataset B than in dataset A. This is quite different from the previous
examples, where we always found only one pattern that was more dominant in one of the
datasets. It thus suggests that the differences in the two datasets are of a higher-dimensional
order and are most likely not best described by the change in one, two or three patterns but are
more likely a reflection of a change in the stochastic high-dimensional process underlying the
dataset, such as a change in decorrelation length. In turn the DEOFA→B are all of small-scale
structure and reflect the relative increase in variance of small-scale variability, with first two
DEOFA→B being significant (Fig. 3.8h,i).
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Figure 3.8: same as Fig. 3.3, but here for the example in Sect. 3.5.4.
3.5.5 Summary
We illustrated the application of the DEOF analysis with a series of well-defined examples. By
analyzing the spectrum of eigenvalues in comparison with the projected explained variances we
can see how distinct the EOF patterns are and with the DEOF patterns we are able to specify
the pattern that most strongly gains or loses importance and to quantify how much explained
variance is gained or lost.
The discussion of the idealized examples is summarized in Table 3.3. The table can be used
as look up table to identify the structures that describe the difference in real data analysis
problems. If a single mode or teleconnection is amplified in dataset B compared to a dataset A
it appears as the DEOF-1B→A, but no significant DEOFA→B will appear (second example in
Table 3.3). If a pattern shifts its position in dataset B compared to its position in dataset A,
then both the leading DEOFA→B and the DEOFB→A pattern together highlight the shift (third
example in Table 3.3). And last a change in the multivariate structure is reflected in having
several significant DEOF patterns in either one projection or in both, depending on the nature
of the multivariate changes (fourth example in Table 3.3).
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Example Name Type of differences DEOF characteristics
3.5.1 Different
fixed teleconnec-
tion patterns
One leading mode in each data
set is different from the other
data set.
One or more eigenvalues will be more dominant in both
datasets relative to the other dataset.
One (only one!) DEOF-mode will be significantly dominant
in each of the two datasets.
3.5.2 Intensifica-
tion of a fixed
pattern
One leading in one data set
mode is stronger than in the
other
One or more eigenvalues will be more dominant in one dataset
relative to the other dataset.
One (only one!) DEOF-mode will be significantly dominant
in the one dataset relative to the other dataset.
3.5.3 Shift of the
location of a fixed
pattern
One leading mode has differ-
ent spatial location in the two
datasets.
One or more eigenvalues will be more dominant in both
datasets relative to the other dataset.
One (only one!) DEOF-mode will be significantly dominant
in each of the two datasets.
The DEOF-modes peak at the locations where the variance
is increased most relative to the other dataset, marking the
location shift.
3.5.4 A Multi-
variate difference:
A difference in
length-scale
The length scale of the multi-
variate stochastic process is
different in the two data sets
Most leading eigenvalues will be more dominant in one dataset
relative to the other dataset.
The higher-ranked eigenvalues of the other data set maybe
more dominating than in the first dataset.
Two or more DEOF-modes will be significantly dominant in
the first dataset relative to the other dataset.
More than one large-scale leading EOF-mode will be more
dominant than in the other dataset.
3.6.1 Sea Level
Pressure over the
North Atlantic and
Europe in winter
Mainly a pattern shift in the
1.EOF as in 3.5.3 and Fig. 3.18
One eigenvalue dominates in both datasets relative to the
other dataset.
One DEOF-mode significantly dominates in each of the two
datasets.
The DEOF-modes peak at the locations where the variance is
increased the most relative to the other dataset, marking the
location shift.
3.6.2 Sea Level
Pressure of the
southern hemi-
sphere in DJF
Mainly a pattern shift in the
1.EOF as in 3.5.3 and Fig. 3.20
One eigenvalue dominate in both datasets relative to the other
dataset.
One DEOF-mode significantly dominates in each of the two
datasets.
The DEOF-modes peak at the locations where the variance is
increased the most relative to the other dataset, marking the
location shift.
3.6.3 Northern
hemispheric winter
surface tempera-
ture
Mainly a pattern shift in the
1.EOF as in 3.5.3 and Fig. 3.18,
but also some difference in the
patterns as in 3.5.1
Several eigenvalues dominate in both datasets relative to the
other dataset.
One DEOF-mode significantly dominates in each of the two
datasets.
The DEOF-modes peak at the locations where the variance is
increased the most relative to the other dataset, marking the
location shift.
3.6.4 North Pacific
SST
Mainly an intensification in
parts of 1.EOF (or the variance
in this region) as in 3.5.2, but
also some similarity to a shift
as in 3.5.3.
Two eigenvalues dominate in the 21C dataset relative to the
20C dataset.
One DEOF-mode significantly dominates in each of the two
datasets.
The DEOF-modes peak at the locations where the variance
is increased the most relative to the other dataset. With the
21C DEOF-mode being more dominant.
3.6.5 Precipitation
over the tropical
Indo-Pacific
Mainly a multi-variate change
in the modes of variability as in
3.5.4, with some characteristics
of a shift in the 1.EOF as in
3.5.3
Several eigenvalues dominate in the 20C dataset relative to
the 21C dataset and one eigenvalue of 21C dominates over
the 20C dataset.
Two DEOF-modes significantly dominate in each of the two
datasets.
Table 3.3: Summary of all examples
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3.6 Literature Examples about Climate Change Simulations
In this section we discuss examples from the literature to illustrate how this method relates
to other approaches. In all cases we discuss previous studies that analyzed the changes in the
spatial structure of climate variability from 20th century control climate to future 21th century
global warming scenarios with different methods. Some of these methods are based on EOF-
modes and others are based on alternative methods. In all examples the discussion is about
the change of modes under climate change. Thus to test our method we try to reproduce with
our method the results of several previous studies in a multi-model ensemble from the CMIP3
data base. In the following examples the dataset A refers to the period 1950 to 1979 in the
present day or 20th century control climate (dataset 20C) and dataset B to the period 2070
to 2099 future 21th century or global warming scenario climate (dataset 21C). The focus in
the discussions will be on illustrating the robustness of the method introduced in this study
and not on arguments about changes in the modes of variability in the future, although the
discussion may contribute to the latter.
3.6.1 Sea Level Pressure over the North Atlantic and Europe in winter
Hu and Wu (2004) investigated the two centers of action of the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) in winter SLP of the coupled ECHAM4/OPYC3 climate model, which they defined
by the strongest negative correlation between two grid points in this region, and found a
northeastward shift of both centers of the NAO in global warming.
The EOF analysis in winter SLP of the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble shows in both periods
as EOF-1 the typical NAO pattern (Fig. 3.9a,b), with only small differences: The negative
pole gets stronger over the Barents Sea in 21C, both centers move a little bit to the east and
the explained variance is 2.1% higher in 21C as in 20C. These changes appear to be small by
visual inspection or pattern correlation (0.99).
The DEOF-120C→21C (Fig. 3.9e) shows a significant decrease in explained variance of 2.6%
in 21C in a dipole structure over the western Atlantic. The DEOF-121C→20C (Fig. 3.9f) shows a
significant increase in explained variance of 4.3% in a dipole structure over the polar region and
the midlatitudes of the east Atlantic and Eurasia. This structure with significant DEOF-1 in
both projections is similar to the artificial examples with the pattern shift (Sect. 3.5.3 or Sup-
plemental Fig. 3.17 and 3.18): Losing relevance over the western Atlantic in 20C and gaining
relevance over the Polar Regions, the eastern Atlantic and Eurasia in 21C. These DEOF-1 pat-
terns together mark the northeastward shift of the NAO pattern in global warming, as already
mentioned in Hu and Wu (2004) and fit quite well to the change in variability in Fig. 3.10.
Additionally we can see, that the NAO pattern strengthens strongest over the Barents sea, a
region that could be important for the Northern Hemisphere in global warming, as also men-
tioned in Petoukhov and Semenov (2010). In summary, the DEOF analysis basically confirms
the Hu and Wu (2004) results, illustrating the robustness of the method in this context.
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Figure 3.9: Same as Fig. 3.3, but here for DJF SLP over the Atlantic region in the periods 1950-1979
(20C) compared with the period 2070-2099 (21C), as discussed in Sect. 3.6.1.
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Figure 3.10: Ratio of the standard deviation of 21C divided by 20C for DJF SLP over the Atlantic
region, with shading indicating statistical significant changes according to a Fisher-F test with 90%
confidence level.
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3.6.2 Sea Level Pressure of the Southern Hemisphere in DJF
Kidston et al. (2010) analysed the position of the Southern Hemispheric eddy-driven jet stream
by looking at the maximum in zonal mean near surface zonal wind speed in the CMIP3 data
base and found a pole-ward shift of the jet under global warming, which also leads to a pole-ward
shift of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM).
In the EOF analysis of DJF SLP in the Southern Hemispheric higher latitudes the EOF-1
pattern (SAM, Fig. 3.11a,b) is by far the most dominant but loses 4.5% of its explained variance
in 21C in comparison to 20C. The annular pattern shifts pole-ward in 21C and the amplitude
weakens a little bit. Again these changes can hardly be seen by visual inspection or by pattern
correlation (0.99). The DEOF-120C→21C (Fig. 3.11e) shows an almost annular pattern that has
a 7.7% higher explained variance in 20C than in 21C. This pattern is located further equator-
ward than the EOF-1 pattern. The DEOF-121C→20C (Fig. 3.11f) is also almost annular but
with a maximum over the Pacific and has a 4.2% higher explained variance in 21C than in 20C.
This structure is more pole-ward than the EOF-1 pattern. In comparison with the artificial
example in Sect. 3.5.3 and Supplemental Fig. 3.19 and 3.20 it becomes clear, that these
two DEOF pattern together reveal the pole-ward shift of the SAM pattern, consistent with
the study of Kidston et al. (2010). Again it illustrates the robustness of the DEOF analysis.
Additionally, it could be noted here, that this shift is most pronounced over the South Pacific.
3.6.3 Northern Hemispheric winter surface temperature
The third example is the winter Tsurf of the Northern Hemisphere. In Keeley et al. (2008)
Tsurf was investigated in a 2xCO2 and 4xCO2 slab ocean run in comparison to a control run.
EOF analysis was performed to find the patterns of variability and pattern correlations between
individual EOF-modes to find the differences in the modes between the control and increased
CO2 runs. They found no significant changes in terms of dominance or spatial pattern in the
modes of variability.
The leading EOF-modes in the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble in both the control 20C
simulations and the 21C scenario simulations (which corresponds roughly to the analysis of
Keeley et al., 2008) are shown in Fig. 3.12. The EOF-1 modes in both centuries are mostly
the manifestation of the NAO in Tsurf (Hurrell and Loon, 1997). The leading EOF-modes in
the multi-model ensemble simulations are indeed very similar. Not only are the patterns quite
similar (pattern correlation = 0.94), but also are the explained variances not too different.
However, the eigenvalue spectra of the 20C and 21C multi-model ensemble dataset relative to
the projected eigenvalues reveal some quite significant difference, also in the spatial structure.
The DEOF-120C→21C (Fig. 3.12e) is a multi-pole structure, with strongest amplitude over
the Barents Sea, the Labrador Sea and Alaska. This pattern shows a significant decrease of
explained variance of 2.9% (a reduction of one third relative to its eigenvalue) from 20C to
21C. The DEOF-121C→20C (Fig. 3.12f) projects strongly on the EOF-1 pattern, but is shifted
more to the east over Eurasia. This pattern shows a significant increase in explained variance
of 2.8% from 20C to 21C, which represents a 30% increase relative to the explained variance
of this mode in the 20C control simulation. Both DEOF-1 modes together reveal an eastward
shift of the NAO manifestation in Tsurf in 21C, with an increase in dominance over Asia and
a decrease over the Barents Sea and Scandinavia. This eastward shift could be expected from
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Figure 3.11: same as Fig. 3.9, but here for Southern Hemispheric SLP in DJF as discussed in
Sect. 3.6.2.
shift of NAO in winter SLP in Sect. 3.6.1. But also the changed snow and sea ice conditions
seem to have an effect on Tsurf , by reducing the amount of variability over Alaska and the
Labrador Sea in 21C.
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Figure 3.12: same as Fig. 3.9, but here for Northern Hemispheric Tsurf in DJF as discussed in
Sect. 3.6.3.
Thus in contrast to the study of Keeley et al. (2008) our method reveals significant changes
in the spatial pattern of the modes variability. This may, to some degree, be due to the larger
database used here (24 CMIP3 models) and using transient global warming simulations, in
contrast toKeeley et al. (2008) who used only one 2xCO2 and 4xCO2 global warming simulation
of one climate model. But it also illustrates the robustness of the method presented here.
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3.6.4 North Pacific sea surface temperature
The next example is SST of the North Pacific for the periods 1950-1999 (20C) and 2050-2099
(21C). We choose here 50 years long periods, because the Ocean has a longer decorrelation time,
thus fewer independent samples. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is the dominant mode
of variability of North Pacific SST and in Furtado et al. (2011) its change in global warming was
investigated in the same multi-model ensemble of 24 IPCC models from the CMIP3 database.
They did not mention which method they used to compare the two EOF sets, but found no
significant changes in the patterns of variability.
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Figure 3.13: same as Fig. 3.9, but here for North Pacific SST as discussed in Sect. 3.6.4.
In both centuries the EOF-1 (Fig. 3.13a,b) represents the PDO and again the modes are
quite similar in pattern (pattern correlation = 0.98) and explained variances. However, the
DEOF-121C→20C (Fig. 3.13f) finds a significant increase in variance in a pattern centered in
the subtropical southeast corner of the domain. This modes variance is increasing by roughly
one third relative to its variance in the 20C simulations. The overall change in modes is
somewhat similar to the artificial example 2 with the intensification of a pattern. The strong
variability increase over the subtropical region further supports this view (not shown). However,
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the change in modes in the North Pacific also has some aspects of a shift in a pattern. This
is supported by fact that the DEOF-120C→21C and DEOF-121C→20C both project onto the
EOF-1, but both representing different aspects or locations of the EOF-1 mode. Thus it could
be interpreted as a shift in the teleconnection of this mode from the extra-tropics more to the
eastern subtropics of the North Pacific.
3.6.5 Precipitation over the tropical Indo-Pacific
Hu et al. (2012) analysed the global warming response of tropical precipitation in the CCSM3
climate model in all four seasons and compared EOF-modes of the control scenario with the
EOF-modes of the A1B scenario. They found some small differences in the details, but overall
a high pattern correlation of the leading EOF-modes let them conclude that there are no
significant differences. Here we will focus our analysis on the Indo-Pacific region as the leading
modes of variability of tropical precipitation are all located in this region (see Fig. 11 and 12
of Hu et al., 2012), but the results would be the same, if we would take the whole tropics.
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Figure 3.14: same as Fig. 3.9, but here for Tropical Indo-Pacific precipitation as discussed in
Sect. 3.6.5.
The variability of precipitation has a small decorrelation length, thus has a lot of small
scale variability (Fig. 3.14a-f). The projected eigenvalues show that the pattern shape has
changed. The DEOF-121C→20C (Fig. 3.14k) is a multi-pole structure quite different from
the EOF-1 pattern that has a significant increase in variance. The variance in this mode
increases by about 40% relative to its value in the 20C simulations. Together with the
DEOF-120C→21C (Fig. 3.14h), which is mostly the EOF-1 pattern losing relative importance
in the 21C simulations, this illustrates an eastward shift of the ENSO related precipitation, in
agreement with Chung et al. (2013). Both DEOF-2 (Fig. 3.14i,l) also show significant changes
that project on EOF-2 and show small-scale changes in the pattern shape. As all leading
DEOF patterns are significant, this example illustrates that a multivariate system as a whole
can change and it is not enough to look at the dominant mode only. But this example has also
some similarity to the artificial example in Sect. 3.5.3 (shift in location). Here it is mostly an
eastward shift in the dominant variability pattern.
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3.7 Summary and Discussion
In this study we introduced a method based on EOF analysis to quantify the differences in the
modes of variability in two datasets, which is called DEOF analysis. It can be used to compare
modes of variability in climate models with observations or find the changes in the modes of
variability in climate change scenarios. We can summarize the DEOF analysis as a simplified
recipe for the comparison of modes, see Table 3.4. The first feature of this method, the projected
explained variances, reveals which EOF patterns are most distinct in two datasets. The second
feature, the DEOF patterns, are the patterns with the largest differences in explained variance
between two datasets and is also able to find small-scale changes in the modes of variability. The
biggest advantage of this method is that it considers the changes in all patterns of variability
instead of only the leading mode.
Step Comment
1. Define anomalies for both data sets.
2. EOF analysis for both data sets. Use identical domains and define eigenvalue
variances in terms of relative explained vari-
ance [%].
3. Define the EOF-modes of one dataset as
the reference modes.
This defines the reference modes (patterns) on
which you base your analysis.
4. Project the reference EOF-modes onto the
other dataset.
This will allow you to compare the eigenvalue
spectrum of the reference dataset with the
projected explained variances of these modes
in the other dataset.
5. Compute the DEOF-modes by pairwise ro-
tation to maximize the differences in explained
variance of this mode in the two data sets.
The DEOF-modes represent the modes in the
reference dataset that have the largest differ-
ence in explained variance relative to the other
dataset.
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 with the other dataset
as the reference modes.
If you first projected A on B, then now project
B on A.
7. Compare the results with idealized exam-
ples to understand the nature of the differ-
ences.
The idealized examples will help you to formu-
late a simple model to describe the differences.
8. Do further analysis to verify findings. No single statistical analysis will be sufficient.
Use other statistical methods and, most im-
portantly, sensitivity experiments or theoreti-
cal considerations to backup the results.
Table 3.4: DEOF-analysis recipe
We further illustrated the method on the basis of several well-defined constructed examples.
These examples do not only demonstrate the application of the DEOF method, but are also
role models for formulating simple hypothesis for the differences in modes of variability between
two datasets of real data analysis. Table 3.3 can basically be used as a look up table for
the characteristics of the spatial variability differences. These characteristics are mainly: an
intensification, a shift or a multivariate difference.
In the application of the DEOF analysis to literature examples we demonstrated that we
could reproduce the main findings of the previous studies. Furthermore, we could also demon-
strate that the DEOF analysis may in some aspects be more powerful than previously used
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methods. We detected the northeastward shift of the NAO pattern as in the paper from
Hu and Wu (2004) and beyond that we could also find how much explained variance is gained
and lost in certain regions. We could also find the pole-ward shift of the SAM with the DEOF
method as described in Kidston et al. (2010), and beyond that we found that this is strongest
over the Pacific Ocean. Further we investigated changes in the modes of Northern Hemispheric
winter Tsurf in global warming and found an eastward shift in the dominant mode, which is the
manifestation of the NAO in Tsurf . From the northeastward shift of NAO in SLP we expected
this shift in the dominant mode of Tsurf , which Keeley et al. (2008) could not find in a similar
analysis. We think that their conclusion being different from ours is on the one hand based
on the fact that they use only one model instead of a multi-model ensemble to investigate the
changes and on the other hand that their method (pattern correlation) aims on changes in
the large scale pattern structure and while our method can also detect local changes in the
patterns. For the modes of North Pacific SST we could also find in contrast to Furtado et al.
(2011) significant changes: A shift of the eastern part of the PDO and a strengthening in the
southeastern part of the PDO. Furtado et al. (2011) did not made any statement about the
method they used to compare the modes of variability, thus again we think their conclusion
being different from ours is mostly based on the fact that their method aims more on the large
scale changes in the modes of variability while our method can also detect local changes in
the patterns. In the modes of precipitation we found an eastward shift in the ENSO related
precipitation (EOF-1) in agreement with Chung et al. (2013), but beyond that also significant
changes in the higher ordered modes, thus in the whole multivariate structure.
Finally, we need note that although we think that the DEOF analysis method is a power-
ful new tool to help evaluate the differences in the spatial structure of climate variability, the
interpretation of DEOF-modes or EOF-modes is complicated (see e.g. Dommenget and Latif ,
2002). Alternative statistical methods, model sensitivity simulations and theoretical consider-
ations of the climate processes involved should accompany any analysis of these complicated
multivariate datasets.
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3.8 Supplemental Figures
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Figure 3.15: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.2, but with two fixed patterns
intensified in dataset B. Part 1: Forcing patterns and difference in variability. Same structure for
the figure panels as in Fig. 3.2: (a)-(b) the two forcing patterns included in B (instead of only one as
in Sec. 3.5.2); (c) due to these two forcing patterns, dataset B has a higher variability, except in the
middle of the domain, where the difference is not significant.
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Figure 3.16: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.2, but with two fixed patterns
intensified in dataset B. Part 2: EOF and DEOF analysis. Same structure for the figure panels as in
Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.17: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.3, but with a dipole pattern shift
from west (A) to east (B). Part 1: Forcing pattern and difference in variability. Same structure for
the figure panels as in Fig. 3.2: (a)-(b) the dipole forcing pattern shifts location orthogonal to the line
between the two poles, i.e. a shift to the right of 6 grid points in this case; (c)-(d) the difference between
the two forcing pattern is a quattro-pole structure, also in the ratio of the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.18: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.3, but with a dipole pattern shift
from west (A) to east (B). Part 2: EOF and DEOF analysis. Same structure for the figure panels
as in Fig. 3.3: (f), (h) as in the example in section 3.5.3 both DEOF-1 pattern have to be considered
together: The DEOF-1A→B shows where the EOF-2 pattern has weakened and the DEOF-1B→A where
the EOF-2 pattern has strengthened, thus showing both together the shift in the EOF-2 pattern. The
centers of the dipoles in the DEOF pattern agree with the regions of strongest increase/decrease in
variability, as seen in Fig. 3.17d, i.e. the DEOF analysis reveals how the changes in variability relate
to the changes in the modes of variability.
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Figure 3.19: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.3, but with a dipole pattern shift
from south (A) to north (B). Part 1: Forcing pattern and difference in variability. Same structure
for the figure panels as in Fig. 3.2: (a)-(b) the forcing pattern shifts along the line between the two
centers, i.e. an upward shift of 1 grid point in this case. (c)-(d) absolute difference in the forcing is a
quattro-pole structure, also in the ratio of the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.20: Additional experiment for the example in Sect. 3.5.3, but with a dipole pattern shift
from south (A) to north (B). Part 2: EOF and DEOF analysis. Same structure for the figure panels
as in Fig. 3.3: (a)-(d) here we chose a quite strong forcing, so that the EOF-1 is a dipole and EOF-2 is
a monopole. A small upward shift of the pattern can be seen, if we look closely on the EOF-1 pattern
of A and B; (e), (g) the projected explained variances show no difference in explained variance of the
EOF pattern, due to high pattern correlation between the EOF patterns of the two datasets (0.99 for
the EOF-1 and 1.00 for the EOF-2). (f), (h) the two centers of both DEOF pattern are exactly at the
points where the variability changes strongest. The two DEOF-1 patterns show together the northward
shift of the two poles in the EOF-1. In comparison with the example in Fig. 3.18 we can see that the
small shift of 1 grid point along the line between the two centers gives nearly the same difference in the
DEOF pattern than a 6 grid point shift orthogonal to the line between the two centers.
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3.9 Supplemental Material: Matlab code for DEOF Analysis
1 function [deof,pev,dev0,dev] = deof_2sets_analysis(eof0, eof, ev0, ev, lat)
2 %
3 % evaluating EOFs of two data sets against each other to find the
4 % DEOF pattern that are more important in terms of explained variance
5 % in data set2 than in data set1. See Bayr and Dommenget (2012) for details.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 %
9 % eof0(neof,xdim,ydim): eofs of data set1 (this eofs will not be rotated)
10 % eof(neof,xdim,ydim): eofs of data set2 (this eofs will be rotated)
11 % (undefined values should be set to zero in both eof sets)
12 % ev0: explained variances of eof0
13 % ev: explained variances of eof
14 % lat: latitudes as vector for lat weighting sqrt(cos(lat))
15 %
16 %
17 % Output:
18 %
19 % deof: DEOF pattern of the data-matrix that have a higher
20 % explained variance in data set2 than in data set1
21 % pev: projection of eigenvalues of data set1 on data set2
22 % (compare with ev0; eq.[1] and [2] of Bayr and Dommenget (2012))
23 % dev0: exp. variances of DEOFs in data set1
24 % dev: exp. variances of DEOFs in data set2
25 %
26 % Author: Tobias Bayr (tbayr@geomar.de) based on a Dietmar Dommenget script
27 % date: 18.09.2012 V1.0
28
29 % parameters & initialization
30 [neof,xdim,ydim] = size(eof);
31 xydim = xdim*ydim;
32 deof = zeros(neof,xdim,ydim);
33
34 % latitudes weight (apply same lat weight in eof analysis
35 % to ensure that pattern are orthogonal!)
36 wg = ones(xdim,1) * sqrt(cosd(lat))';
37 wgv = reshape(wg,xydim,1);
38
39 % reshape data(neof,xdim,ydim) -> xydata(xydim,neof)
40 eofv = reshape(eof,neof,xydim)';
41 eof0v = reshape(eof0,neof,xydim)';
42
43 % latitude weight data
44 eofv = eofv .* (wgv * ones(1,neof));
45 eof0v = eof0v .* (wgv * ones(1,neof));
46
47 % normalize eofs
48 for k=1:neof
49 eofv(:,k) = eofv(:,k)./sqrt(eofv(:,k)'*eofv(:,k));
50 eof0v(:,k) = eof0v(:,k)./sqrt(eof0v(:,k)'*eof0v(:,k));
51 end
52
53 % warning if eofs are not orthogonal
54 pcor1 = eofv(:,1)' * eofv(:,2);
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55 pcor2 = eof0v(:,1)' * eof0v(:,2);
56 if abs(pcor1) > 1e-12 || abs(pcor2) > 1e-12
57 warning('Warn:Unorthogonal',...
58 'EOF pattern are not orthogonal to each other. Please check lat weighting!');
59 end
60
61 % project null-eof on eof (eq. [1] and [2] Bayr and Dommenget 2012)
62 r = (eofv'*eof0v); pev = ev0*(r.*r)';
63
64 % find DEOF (rotation of eof around eof0)
65 [deofv, dev, dev0]=deof_rotation(eofv,ev,eof0v,ev0);
66
67 % reshape & scale fields
68 for n=1:neof
69 deof(n,:,:)=sqrt(sum(ev0)*dev(n)/100)*reshape(deofv(:,n)./wgv,xdim,ydim);
70 end
71
72 return
73
74 % ====================================================================
75 function [reofv, rev, rev0] = deof_rotation(eofv,ev,eof0v,ev0)
76 % estimate maximum variance diff. by pairwise rotation
77 % ====================================================================
78 neof = length(eofv(1,:)); rev=ev; reofv=eofv;
79 da = 0.05; % step width in rotation [fractions of pi]
80 amax = pi; % maximum angle of rotation
81 a=0.:da*pi:amax;
82 iter = 3; % number of interations of rotation
83 xdif = zeros(1,neof);
84
85 % rotation
86 for i0=1:neof
87 for k=1:iter
88 for i2=i0+1:neof
89 x1=cos(a)'*reofv(:,i0)'+sin(a)'*reofv(:,i2)';
90 x2=sin(a)'*reofv(:,i0)'-cos(a)'*reofv(:,i2)';
91 xev1=ev*((eofv'*x1').^2); xev2=ev*((eofv'*x2').^2);
92 evbx=ev0*((eof0v'*x1').^2);
93 [xd ii]=max(xev1-evbx); % eq. [10] of (Dommenget 2007)
94 reofv(:,i0)=x1(ii,:); rev(i0)=xev1(ii);
95 reofv(:,i2)=x2(ii,:); rev(i2)=xev2(ii);
96 end
97 xdif(i0)=xd;
98 end
99 end
100 rev0=rev-xdif;
101 return
Chapter 4
The Eastward Shift of the Walker
Circulation in Global Warming and its
relationship to ENSO variability
This chapter will be submitted as an article to Climate Dynamics.
Abstract
This article discusses the global warming response of the Walker Circulation and
the other zonal circulation cells (represented by the zonal stream function) in a CMIP5
multi-model ensemble (MMEns) in the RCP4.5 scenario. The changes in the mean state
are presented as well as the changes in the modes of variability.
The main changes in the mean zonal circulation are a weakening of the circulation
nearly everywhere along the equator, but over the Pacific the Walker cell also shows a
significant eastward shift. These changes in the mean circulation are very similar to the
leading mode of interannual variability in the tropical zonal circulation cells, which is
dominated by ENSO variability. During an El Nino event the circulation weakens and
the rising branch over the Maritime Continent shifts to the east in comparison to neutral
conditions (vice versa for a La Nina event). Two third of the global warming trend of
the Walker cell can be explained by a long-term trend in this interannual variability
pattern, i.e. a shift towards more El-Nino-like conditions in the MMEns in global warming.
The ENSO associated variability of the zonal stream function has a spatial non-
linearity, which is characterised by El Nino anomalies being located more to the east
compared to La Nina anomalies. Consistent with this non-linearity we find a shift to the
east of the dominant mode of variability of zonal stream function in global warming. All
these results vary among the individual models, but the MMEns of CMIP3 and CMIP5
show in nearly all aspects very similar results, which underline the robustness of these
results.
The observed data (ERA Interim reanalysis) from 1979 to 2012 shows a westward shift
and strengthening of the Walker Circulation, opposite of what the results in the CMIP
MMEns reveal. However, 75% of the trend of the Walker Cell can again be explained by a
shift of the dominant mode of variability, but here towards more La-Nina-like conditions.
Thus long-term trends of the Walker cell seem to follow to a large part the pre-existing
dominant mode of internal variability.
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4.1 Introduction
The equatorial zonal circulation of the atmosphere originates from the zonal temperature dif-
ferences along the equator due to the land-sea distribution and ocean circulation within the
tropics and forms the main zonal circulation cells: the Indian Ocean cell, the Pacific Ocean
or Walker cell and the Atlantic Ocean cells. The Walker cell is the most prominent one of
these cells, as its variability is strongly linked to sea surface temperature (SST) variations of
the El Nino phenomena. Mean state and variability of these zonal circulation cells have large
socio-economical impacts via modulating the distribution of precipitation. It is therefore of
great interest, how the zonal circulation cells will respond in mean state and variability in a
warmer climate, and whether they are already changing today.
Most recent studies focus on the Walker Circulation and predict that it weakens under global
warming (e.g. Knutson and Manabe , 1995; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009). This
picture has not changed in the climate model runs of the 5th Phase of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP), that were carried out for the 5th Assessment Report (AR5)
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): Figure 4.1 shows the trend of
the sea level pressure (SLP) and SST gradient over the equatorial Pacific of the individual
CMIP3 models under the A1B scenario and of the individual CMIP5 models under the RCP4.5
scenario. The multi-model ensemble (MMEns) and most models show a consistent reduction of
both SST and SLP gradients, i.e. a weakening of the Walker Circulation. The CMIP5 MMEns
shows a stronger weakening than the CMIP3 MMEns, despite a weaker greenhouse gas increase
in the CMIP5 RCP4.5 scenario than in the CMIP3 A1B scenario. But in both CMIP3 and
CMIP5 there are models that show no significant trend or even a strengthening of the Walker
Circulation. Thus a spread in the signal can be found in the individual models.
CMIP5
1 : ACCESS1−0
2 : ACCESS1−3
3 : BCC−CSM1−1
4 : BCC−CSM1−1−m
5 : BNU−ESM
6 : CanESM2
7 : CCSM4
8 : CESM1−BGC
9 : CMCC−CM
10 : CMCC−CMS
11 : CNRM−CM5
12 : CSIRO−Mk3−6−0
13 : FGOALS−g2
14 : FIO−ESM
15 : GFDL−CM3
16 : GFDL−ESM2G
17 : GFDL−ESM2M
18 : GISS−E2−H
19 : GISS−E2−H−CC
20 : GISS−E2−R
21 : GISS−E2−R−CC
22 : HadGEM2−AO
23 : HadGEM2−CC
24 : HadGEM2−ES
25 : INM−CM4
26 : IPSL−CM5A−LR
27 : IPSL−CM5A−MR
28 : IPSL−CM5B−LR
29 : MIROC5
30 : MIROC−ESM
31 : MIROC−ESM−CHEM
32 : MPI−ESM−LR
33 : MPI−ESM−MR
34 : MRI−CGCM3
35 : NorESM1−M
36 : NorESM1−ME
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Figure 4.1: Trend of the ∆box index difference (W−E) of SST and (E−W) of SLP in the individual
models of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 data base, with box E = (80-160°W,5°S-5°N) and box W = (80-160°E,
5°S-5°N) over the period 1950-2099; The black and blue circles are the MMEns values.
Knutson and Manabe (1995) indicate two different mechanisms, which determine the re-
sponse of the Walker Circulation in a warmer climate. The first mechanism works with a
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horizontal homogeneous warming, that increases with height, and is a pure atmospheric one.
In a warmer climate an enhanced hydrological cycle leads to enhanced upper level warming,
which increases the static stability. This mechanism was further investigated in Held and Soden
(2006) and Vecchi and Soden (2007) and it acts to weaken the tropical circulations in a warmer
climate. This pure atmospheric mechanism can only weaken the Walker Circulation in a warmer
climate and strengthens it in a colder climate as found in a paleo-climate study (DiNezio et al.,
2011). In the following we will refer to this mechanism as the homogeneous warming, as it does
not require any horizontal gradients in the warming pattern.
The second mechanism works with horizontal inhomogeneous temperature changes, i.e. the
change in zonal temperature gradients. These depend on the local differences in the strength
of evaporative cooling (Knutson and Manabe , 1995), the ocean dynamical thermostat cooling
(Clement et al., 1996), cloud cover feedbacks (DiNezio et al., 2009) and the land-sea warming
contrast (Bayr and Dommenget , 2013a). Further DiNezio et al. (2009) found that in a CMIP3
MMEns the evaporative cooling and cloud cover feedbacks reduce the warming over the warm
pool region stronger than the ocean dynamical thermostat cooling over the cold tongue region,
hence reduce the SST gradient over the Pacific and weakens the Walker Circulation. This
second mechanism can in general act in both directions in a warmer climate: it can increase
or decrease the zonal circulation. In the following we will refer to this mechanism as the
inhomogeneous warming, as it requires changes in the horizontal temperature gradients.
The studies of Vecchi and Soden (2007) and Yu et al. (2012) mention another interesting
aspect about the Walker Circulation response, which can have a large impact on the distribution
of precipitation: The Walker Circulation is not only expected to weaken, it also shifts eastward
in global warming. Both studies relate this eastward shift to a trend towards more El-Nino-like
conditions and also the studies of Chung et al. (2013) and Bayr and Dommenget (2013b) give
some hints that this eastward shift can be related to El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
ENSO is a coupled air-sea interaction phenomena with associated changes in SST gradient,
SLP gradient and surface winds over the Pacific (Philander , 1990): El Nino is characterised by
anomalous warm SST over the East and Central Pacific, weaker surface winds over the West
Pacific, a weaker SLP gradient over the Pacific and more convection over the Eastern Pacific.
For La Nina the situation is vice versa, with more convection over the West Pacific, thus ENSO
variability is associated with a longitudinal shift of convection. Another important feature of
ENSO variability is its spatial non-linearity (e.g. Hoerling et al., 1997; Rodgers et al., 2004;
Yu and Kim, 2011; Dommenget et al., 2013), i.e. that the warming of SST during El Nino
events occurs a bit further to the east than the SST cooling during La Nina events. The aim
of this study is to have a closer look on the eastward shift of the Walker Circulation in global
warming and its relationship to ENSO variability. Further, we want to analyse the changes
in the modes of variability and find out if the trend of the zonal circulation cells follow a
pre-existing mode of internal variability.
In our analyses we use the zonal stream function for the representation of the zonal circula-
tion cells and the Walker Circulation, as defined in Yu and Zwiers (2010) and Yu et al. (2012).
This is a direct measure of the circulation and not like the SLP an indirect approximation of the
circulation. It has the advantage that it measures the zonal circulation over all levels, and thus
includes both areas where the two mechanisms mentioned above influence the zonal circulation.
We address the following questions: 1) What is the response of the zonal circulation cells to
global warming in the mean state and how do its modes of variability change in the CMIP3
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and CMIP5 database in global warming? 2) Does the Walker Circulation shift eastward and if
yes, what causes the eastward shift in global warming? 3) Can the predicted response already
be found in reanalysis data of the last decades? The paper is organised as follows: Section 4.2
gives an overview of the data and the definition of the zonal stream function used in this study.
The response in the mean state in the CMIP MMEns is shown in section 4.3, followed by an
analysis of the eastward shift in section 4.4. The non-linearity of the Walker Circulation in
ENSO variability is investigated in section 4.5 and the changes in the modes of variability in
section 4.6. The observed trends in the recent decades in reanalysis data are shown in sec-
tion 4.7. In the final analysis section we discuss how changes in SLP relate to changes in the
zonal circulation cells and conclude our analysis with a summary and discussion in section 4.9.
4.2 Data and Methods
The data analysed in this study are taken from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 3 and 5 (CMIP3, Meehl et al., 2007a and CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012). From CMIP3
we use data from the 20C and A1B scenarios, from CMIP5 we use the historical and RCP4.5
scenarios. The RCP4.5 scenario has a bit weaker increase in greenhouse gases than the A1B
scenario. We choose these greenhouse gas emission scenarios because most of the available mod-
els simulated these scenarios. We have the following variables available from 22 CMIP3 models
and 36 CMIP5 models: sea level pressure (SLP), sea surface temperature (SST), atmospheric
temperature (T), tropospheric temperature (Ttropos; mass weighted average of atmospheric tem-
perature between 1000 and 100hPa), zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and vertical wind
(W); see Figure 4.1 for a list of climate models. Each data set is interpolated onto a regular
2.5° x 2.5° grid and for each CMIP phase, CMIP3 and CMIP5, we make a multi-model en-
semble (MMEns) with one ensemble member from each model. For the mean trend analysis
we calculate the multi-model mean trends and for the analysis of the change in variability we
concatenate all data sets to get one long data set, where anomalies are defined for each model
individually first.
For comparison with observations and analysing the trends of the recent decades we use
ERA Interim reanalysis data (Simmons et al., 2007) for the period 1979 until 2012 in lack of
“real” observations of tropospheric winds. We choose ERA Interim because the tropical tropo-
spheric temperature trends in this data set are in a good agreement with satellite observations
(Bengtsson and Hodges , 2009). These data sets are also interpolated onto a regular 2.5°x2.5°
grid.
As a measure for the zonal circulation along the equator we use the zonal stream function
as defined in Yu and Zwiers (2010) and Yu et al. (2012):
Ψ = 2πa
p∫
0
uD
dp
g
(4.1)
with the divergent component of the zonal wind uD, the radius of the earth a, the pressure p
and gravity constant g. The zonal wind is averaged for the meridional band between 5°N and
5°S and integrated from the top of the atmosphere to surface, but in the figures only the levels
below 100hPa are shown, as above that level the stream function is nearly zero.
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4.3 Mean state and response
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Figure 4.2: (a) Mean state of zonal stream function along the equator in CMIP3 MMEns over the
period from 1950 to 1979 (20C), averaged from 5°S to 5°N; black bold lines at the bottom indicate the
three continents Africa, Maritime Continent and South America, (b) same as (a) but here for CMIP5
MMEns, (c) shading: linear trend of zonal stream function in CMIP3 MMEns in the period 1950 to
2099, contours: mean state from (a), (d) same as (c) but here for CMIP5 MMEns, (e) vertical average
of (a) in kg s−1 (blue line), (c) in kg s−1 (500yr)−1 (red line) and mean state over the period from 2070
to 2099 (21C) in kg s−1 (green line), (f) vertical average of (b) in kg s−1 (blue line) and (d) in kg s−1
(500yr)−1 (red line) and mean state in 21C in kg s−1 (green line).
The mean state of the zonal stream function in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns for the pe-
riod 1950 until 1979 agree quite good with each other (see Fig. 4.2a,b) and with reanalysis data
(not shown), as already investigated in more detail in Yu et al. (2012) for a CMIP3 MMEns.
Positive values indicate a clockwise circulation and negative an anticlockwise circulation. The
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three main convection regions (Africa, the Maritime Continent and South America) and the
descending regions (West Indian Ocean, the Pacific cold tongue region and the Atlantic Ocean)
form together the main circulation cells (the Indian Ocean cell, the Pacific or Walker cell and
the Atlantic Ocean cells). The trend patterns in global warming over the period 1950 until
2099 are very similar in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns (Fig. 4.2c,d) and to the results of
Yu et al. (2012). Thus, the trend pattern seems to be very robust despite different models,
resolutions, ensemble sizes and emission scenarios in the MMEns. The MMEns predict more
ascending over the West Indian Ocean and the Pacific and more descending over Africa, the
Maritime Continent and South America in global warming (see also Fig. 4.3). We can build
the vertical averages of the stream functions to get a clearer picture: The global warming trend
of the tropical zonal circulations over most of the Indian and Atlantic oceans is opposite to
the mean state (Fig. 4.2e,f, note the reversed sign of the trend for better comparison), which
indicates a weakening of the circulation in agreement with the arguments of Vecchi and Soden
(2007). If we focus on the Pacific ocean, the MMEns predict only a small change in strength
of the circulation (at the maximum of the Walker cell at 150°W): in the CMIP3 MMEns it
slightly increases, in agreement with the results from Yu et al. (2012), in the CMIP5 MMEns it
slightly decreases. But in these figures the striking difference between the mean states in 20C
and 21C over the Pacific is the eastward shift of the Walker cell (compare the blue and green
curves in Fig. 4.2e,f). This can also be seen in the vertical wind at the 500hPa level along the
equator (Fig. 4.3): Over the East Indic and Maritime Continent the vertical wind decreases,
but increases over the Pacific Ocean. Thus an eastward shift of the Walker Circulation can be
seen in zonal stream function as well as in the vertical wind.
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Figure 4.3: Mean state of the vertical wind (positive upward) at 500 hPa, 5°S-5°N in 20C (blue line),
21C (green line) in Pa s−1 and trend over the period 1950 to 2099 in Pa s−1 (500yr)−1 (red line) in
CMIP5 MMEns.
We can quantify the shift in the circulation cells by the zero line of the stream function over
the Maritime Continent warm pool region, which determines the western edge of the Walker
cell and coincides approximately with the maximum of convection in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows
the shift in the position of the western edge of the Walker cell in global warming on the x-axis
and the average trend in the box over the ascending branch of the Walker and Indic cell on the
y-axis (120°E-180°, 700-300hPa) for each individual CMIP3 and CMIP5 model. Most models
show a negative trend and an eastward shift under global warming, which appear to have a
weak linear relation: models that tend to have a stronger negative trend also tend to have a
stronger eastward shift.
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Figure 4.4: Response of zonal stream function in global warming in the individual models of the
CMIP3 and CMIP5 data base, on the x-axis the shift of the western edge (zero line of stream function)
of Walker cell, on the y-axis the trend of zonal stream function averaged over the box 120°E-180°,
700-300hPa.
4.4 East-west shift of the Walker Circulation during El Nino/La
Nina
From interannual variability it is known that the large scale convection and precipitation shift
in the east-west direction during El Nino/La Nina events (e.g. Philander , 1990). Whether the
east-west shift of the convection during El Nino is associated with an east-west shift in the
zonal circulation cells can be analysed by composites of the stream function for El Nino and
La Nina events. As selection criteria for these composites we use the normalised Nino3.4 index
(normalised with its standard deviation) from detrended SST anomalies. These composites
contain all months with normalised Nino3.4 index > 1 for El Nino and normalised Nino3.4
index < -1 for La Nina.
The Walker Circulation in ERA Interim reanalysis data reveals indeed an east-west shift in
ENSO variability (Fig. 4.5a,b): The zonal circulation cells over the Indo-Pacific are considerably
weaker during El Nino than during La Nina. Additionally, we can see that the western edge
of the Walker Circulation is shifted more to the east (176°E) during El Nino and more to
west (140°E) during La Nina, in comparison to the mean state (151°E). Figure 4.5c shows the
difference between the El Nino and La Nina composites. An interesting point is that ENSO
affects not only the Pacific cell, but also has a significant impact on the circulation cell over
the Indian Ocean.
Figures 4.5d-f show the same composites as in Fig. 4.5a-c but for the CMIP5 MMEns
over the period 1950-1979. The Nino3.4 index is again selection criterion, normalised in each
model with its standard deviation of Nino3.4 index to account for the inter-model-differences
in variability strength. During La Nina the eastern edge of the Walker cell is at 133°E, in
the mean state it is at 141°E and during El Nino at 165°E, so with in total 32° a very similar
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Figure 4.5: Composites of zonal stream function (a-c) in ERA Interim, with normalised Nino3.4 index
(170°W-120°W, 5°S-5°N) as selection creterion, (a) for Nino3.4 > 1 (El Nino), (b) for Nino3.4 < −1
(La Nina), (c) shading: difference El Nino − La Nina (i.e. ENSO amplitude), contours: mean state in
ERA Interim; (d-f) same as (a-c) but here for CMIP5 MMEns in 20C.
east-west shift as in reanalysis data, but all three states located roughly 10° further west than
in reanalysis. The amplitude of the ENSO variability (Fig. 4.5f) over the West Pacific is 30%
lower und also 10° further west than in the reanalysis data. It is interesting to note that the
trend pattern from Fig. 4.2c,d has some similarities to the ENSO amplitude pattern in Fig. 4.5f
with a pattern correlation of 0.61 in CMIP3 and 0.73 in CMIP5. This is a hint that large parts
of the trend in global warming are linked to more El-Nino-like conditions, as already seen in
the trend of the box index of SST in Fig. 4.1. However, there is no linear relation between
the eastward shift during El Nino and the eastward shift in global warming in the individual
models, i.e. that the models with a stronger eastward shift in ENSO variability do not show a
stronger eastward shift in global warming (not shown).
From the similarity of the Walker cell response to ENSO and to global warming the question
arises if they have the same mechanism. Figure 4.6a shows the vertical profile of the ENSO
pattern (El Nino minus La Nina composite as in Fig. 4.5f) in the CMP5 MMEns of atmo-
spheric temperature along the equator. The strongest warming appears over the Pacific with
a maximum at the surface and at 300hPa. According to the two mechanisms mentioned in the
introduction, we split up this pattern in a horizontal homogeneous and inhomogeneous part.
A homogeneous warming, that increases with height, acts to weaken the tropical circulations
and an inhomogeneous warming may cause more ascending where it is relative warm and more
descending where it is relative cold.
First of all we can note that ENSO is also associated with a homogeneous warming that
increases with height (Fig. 4.6b). In Fig. 4.6c we can see that the response of the zonal stream
function in ENSO variability (contours) fits quite well to the inhomogeneous warming (shading),
as we get additional ascending where the atmosphere warms stronger and additional descending
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Figure 4.6: (a) Same as Fig. 4.5f, but here for atmospheric temperature in the CMIP5 MMEns (i.e. the
atmospheric warming in an El Nino − La Nina composite), (b) horizontal homogeneous warming (zonal
mean of (a)), (c) shading: horizontal inhomogeneous warming ((a) - (b)), contours: ENSO amplitude
from Fig. 4.5f; (d) linear trend of atmospheric temperature over the period from 1950 till 2099 in the
CMIP5 MMEns, (e)-(f) same as (b)-(c), but here for (d), but in (f) the trend pattern of Fig. 4.2d as
contours.
where it warms less. In ENSO the homogeneous part is of the same order as the inhomogeneous
(Fig. 4.6b,c).
In global warming (Fig. 4.6d-f) the homogeneous and inhomogeneous warming have a similar
structure as in the ENSO composite: both show the strongest warming near the 300hPa level in
the homogeneous warming and a stronger warming over the East and Central Pacific than over
the East Indic and Maritime Continent in the levels below 200hPa and vice versa above. But in
global warming the homogeneous warming is roughly 10 times larger than the inhomogeneous
warming. Here fits the response of zonal stream function (contours in Fig. 4.6f) only roughly
to the inhomogeneous warming (shading in Fig. 4.6f), strongest disagreeing over the Maritime
Continent.
4.5 Non-linearity of the Walker Circulation in ENSO variability
Next we want to investigate, if the Walker Circulation exhibits a spatial non-linearity in ENSO
variability as one can find in SST. We repeat the composite analysis from above but now with
detrended anomalies instead of the full field values of the zonal stream function and normalised
with the mean Nino3.4 index of these composites to account for the skewness of SST (Fig. 4.7).
In reanalysis data we get abnormal ascending over the West Indic and Central Pacific und
abnormal descending over most of the Maritime Continent region (between 60°E and 160°E)
during El Nino (Fig. 4.7a) and vice versa during La Nina (Fig. 4.7b, note the reversed sign),
but with the anomalies shifted more to the west and having a weaker amplitude. This east-west
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difference in location and difference in strength are a non-linearity. The amplitude in Figure 4.7c
shows the region where the Walker Circulation in ENSO variability is non-linear, as in a linear
case the sum of El Nino and La Nina composite would be zero due to the normalisation by the
mean Nino3.4 index. The zonal circulation cells anomalies over most of the Indo-Pacific region
are non-linear, with a maximum between 110°E to 140°W.
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.5, but here composites of detrended anomalies, normalised with mean
Nino3.4 index (170°W-120°W, 5°S-5°N), shading: (a) for Nino3.4 > 1 (El Nino), (b) for Nino3.4 < -1
(La Nina), (c) sum El Nino + La Nina (i.e. a measure for the non-linearity); contours in figures (a-c):
mean state in ERA Interim; (d-f) sames as (a-c) but here for CMIP5 MMEns in 20C.
The composites of the CMIP5 MMEns over the period 1950-1979 (Fig. 4.7d-f) are very
similar to the composites of reanalysis data (Fig. 4.7a-c), also with La Nina amplitude more in
the west and weaker than El Nino amplitude over the West Pacific. The ENSO non-linearity is,
however, confined to a smaller region (110°E to 140°W; see Fig. 4.7f) and has weaker amplitude
than in reanalysis data. In order to quantify how well the MMEns and the individual climate
models simulate the spatial non-linearity of the Walker Circulation, we define a simple two
box index: The west-east difference between a western box (120°E-150°E, 200 hPa-700 hPa)
and eastern box (170°E-160°W, 200 hPa-700 hPa) in the difference plot of the composites as
shown for reanalysis data in Fig. 4.7c. We can compare this with a measure for the spatial non-
linearity of ENSO in SST, as defined in Dommenget et al. (2013): As for stream function we
calculate for SST the east-west difference between an eastern box (80°W-140°W, 5°S-5°N) and
western box (140°E-160°W, 5°S-5°N) of the sum of normalised El Nino and La Nina composites.
Figure 8 shows these two measures for ERA Interim reanalysis data (1979-2012) and all climate
models of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 data base for the period 1900 to 1999. The MMEns of
CMIP3 and CMIP5 both have a much weaker non-linearity than ERA Interim, but CMIP5 is
closer to the observed than CMIP3. From the individual models we can see two interesting
features: First, most of the models have problems to simulate a realistic non-linearity (cluster
of models around zero). Second, from the strong linear relationship we can see that the skill
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to simulate a strong non-linearity in SST seems to be related to the skill in simulating a
strong non-linearity in the zonal stream function. We cannot say from this analysis if the non-
linearity of the SST is caused by the non-linearity of the atmosphere or vice versa. But in a
recent study Frauen and Dommenget (2010) found out that non-linear atmospheric feedbacks
in ENSO variability can exist with a linear ocean, thus that the atmosphere plays a substantial
role in ENSO non-linearity.
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Figure 4.8: Non-linearity of ENSO in the individual models of CMIP3 and CMIP5 data base and
ERA Interm, on the x-axis a measure of the non-linearity of the SST: the difference of eastern box
(80°W-140°W, 5°S-5°N) and western box (140°E-160°W, 5°S-5°N) of the sum of El Nino and La Nina
composites (as defined in Dommenget et al., 2013); on the y-axis a measure of the non-linearity of
the zonal stream function: the difference of western box (120E-150E, 700-200hPa) and eastern box
(170°E-160°W, 700-200hPa) of the sum of El Nino and La Nina composites, like in Fig. 4.7c.
4.6 Changes in the modes of variability in global warming
We now analyse the changes in the modes of variability under global warming. We will base
this analysis on Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF), which is a common way to determine
the modes of variability. We will focus on two aspects: Do the EOF–modes change and thus
indicate changes in the spatial patterns of variability? Second, do the principal component
(PC) time series of the leading modes have a long-term trend under global warming, indicating
that the trend-pattern may be related to leading modes of internal variability?
For the first aspect we have a closer look at the EOF patterns in the MMEns in the two
time periods 1950-1979 (20C) and 2070-2099 (21C). The EOF-1 patterns (Fig. 4.9a,b) are both
very similar to the composite of El Nino and La Nina (Fig. 4.7d,e) and to the combined EOF-1
of zonal stream function and SST, where the SST pattern is the typical ENSO pattern (not
shown). Thus the EOF-1 is associated with ENSO variability in zonal stream function and
describes an east-west shift of the edge between the Indic and Pacific cell. The western Pacific
pole of EOF-1 is more in the east in 21C and this pole becomes a bit weaker than in 20C.
EOF-2 describes a strengthening or weakening of the eastern part of Indic cell and the western
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part of the Pacific cell and also shifts a little bit to the east in 21C.
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Figure 4.9: EOFs of zonal stream function in CMIP5 MMEns, shading: (a) EOF-1 in 20C, (b) EOF-1
in 21C, (c) EOF-2 in 20C, (d) EOF-2 in 21C, explained variance is given in the header in brackets
respectively; contours in all figures: mean state 20C from Fig. 4.2b.
For a more detailed analysis of the spatial changes we can use Distinct Empirical Orthog-
onal Function (DEOF) analysis as described in Bayr and Dommenget (2013b). This method
compares all the leading modes of variability in two data sets on basis of the multi-variate EOF
patterns and finds the patterns of the largest changes in variability. In DEOF analysis the two
EOF sets from 20C and 21C are compared against each other via projecting one set of EOF
patterns onto the other to find the pattern that has the largest difference in explained variance
in these two sets of EOF pattern (see Bayr and Dommenget (2013b) for further details). The
projected explained variances (Fig. 4.10a,b) show both that the variability becomes more large
scale in global warming as the leading modes of variability have a lower explained variance in
20C than in 21C, so that one needs less modes in 21C to explain the largest part of the variance.
The spatial degrees of freedom from Bretherton et al. (1999) decrease from 10.2 in 20C to 9.5
in 20C. Additionally, EOF-1 has the largest difference in terms of explained variance in the two
data sets.
The DEOF-120C→21C (Fig. 4.10c) maximizes the explained variance differences between
20C and 21C. It is the pattern that loses the largest amount of variance in 21C relative to
20C. It mainly shows that the variance in the Indian Ocean cell is reduced by 14% in 21C
relative to its 20C value (a change in explained variance from 11.1% to 9.5%). The DEOF-
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Figure 4.10: (a) Explained variances of the eigenvalues in 20C (black solid line) and explained variances
of 20C projected onto the eigenvalues of 21C (red dashed line), the error bars show the statistical
uncertainties of the explained variances due to sampling errors according to North et al. (1982); (b)
same as (a), but here for the eigenvalues of 21C (red solid line) and the explained variances of 21C
projected onto the eigenvalues of 20C (black dashed line), (c) DEOF 20C → 21C pattern; the values
given in the header in brackets is the explained variance of this pattern in 20C and 21C respectively,
(d) as (c), but here DEOF 21C → 20C pattern; contours in (c)-(d): EOF-1 in 20C from Fig. 4.9a.
121C→20C (Fig. 4.10d) maximizes the explained variance differences between 21C and 20C. It
is the pattern that gains the largest amount of variance in 21C relative to 20C. It mainly
shows that the variance in the central Pacific pole has increased by 21% in 21C relative to its
20C value (a change in explained variance from 14.0% to 17.0%). Combined the two leading
DEOF-modes show a shift of the variability from the Indian into the central Pacific in EOF-1.
Further we can note that the DEOF-120C→21C is of smaller spatial scale (e.g. distance between
the main poles) than DEOF-121C→20C . This again suggests that the variability in 21C tends
towards larger scales.
This shift from the Indian into the Pacific Ocean is consistent with the spatial non-linearity
seen in the section before. The El Nino composite pattern in zonal stream function is more in
the east than the La Nina composite pattern, thus an eastward shift of the dominant mode of
variability can be linked to a shift towards more El-Nino-like conditions.
Next we have a look at the long-term trend in the PC time series for the period from 1950
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to 2099. The similarity of the trend pattern in Fig. 4.2d with EOF-1 from Fig. 4.9a,b is already
a strong hint that the zonal circulation shifts in its dominant mode of variability towards more
El-Nino-like conditions. Indeed a positive trend in PC-1 (El-Nino-like) can be seen in the
CMIP5 MMEns (red line in Fig. 4.11). But the decadal (natural) variability of the individual
models is still much larger than the trend in the MMEns, indicating that detection of a Walker
Circulation trend due to increased greenhouse gases will be very difficult in the next decades,
if we are not able to separate the climate change signal from internal variability. No other PC
time series exhibit a strong trend in the MMEns.
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Figure 4.11: 10 year running mean of PC-1 of zonal stream function in all individual CMIP5 models;
the thick red line is the average of all 36 individual models.
Finally we want to find out how much of the global warming trend from Fig. 4.2c,d is
related to the trend in the dominant mode of variability, thus the ENSO associated variability
of EOF-1. In each individual model we can remove the variability and trend associated with
the EOF-1 pattern. After removing EOF-1 in each model individually we can calculate a new
MMEns and the residual trend of this new MMEns (Fig. 4.12). Much of the trend has vanished
over the Indo-Pacific region and the trend in PC-1 can explain 52% of the trend in CMIP5
over the entire tropics or 69% of the Walker circulation changes (49% and 67% in CMIP3,
respectively). The residual trend pattern shows a reduction of convection over Africa and
South America, consistent with the general weakening as found in Vecchi and Soden (2007),
less descending over the cold tongue region, consistent with the strong warming there, and an
upward expansion the Indic and Pacific cell.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Shading: residual trend in zonal stream function in CMIP3 MMEns after removing
the trend of EOF-1 in each model individually, contours: trend in stream function from Fig. 4.2c (before
removing the trend of EOF-1) for comparison, (b) same as (a) but here for CMIP5 MMEns.
4.7 Recent trends in ERA Interim reanalysis data
Next we have a look on the observed zonal circulation trends in the last three decades. We have
to keep in mind that in comparison to simulated trends the observed trend has a lower signal
to noise ratio due to the shorter time period and a stronger influence of natural variability as
it is only one realization, whereas the CMIP MMEns includes many realizations. Thus the
observed trends are much more uncertain and contain a larger fraction of natural variability
than the CMIP MMEns.
The trend pattern over the Pacific for the period 1979 until 2012 is mostly the opposite of
the CMIP trend pattern (compare Fig. 4.13a with Fig. 4.2c,d), thus shows a westward shift
of the western edge and a strengthening of the Walker Circulation (see also Fig. 4.13c). The
trend is roughly 10 times larger than in the CMIP MMEns and the pattern has again a high
correlation with the dominant mode of variability (-0.70), thus indicating that the Walker
Circulation shifted towards more La-Nina-like conditions in the recent decade. As in the CMIP
models, the trend of EOF-1 can explain 49% of the trend over the entire tropics and even 75%
over the Pacific (Fig. 4.13b). The residual trend shows a strong increase of convection over
South America in the last decades. From the time series of EOF-1 of zonal stream function
in Fig. 4.13d we can see that there was a strong inter-decadal fluctuation of ENSO in the last
decades, with more and stronger El Nino’s in the time period 1979 till 1998 and more and
stronger La Nina’s in the time period 1999 till 2012, as also stated in Kosaka and Xie (2013).
Thus, although the sign of the trends in reanalysis data is opposite to that of the simulated
global warming trend in the CMIP models, the trend of the dominant mode of variability again
plays a crucial role for the trend in the Walker Circulation.
4.8 Relation of Stream function and SLP
An open question is the relation of our results based on zonal stream function to the results
of previous studies using SLP. Figure 4.14 shows the meridional average (5°S-5°N) of SLP and
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Figure 4.13: (a) Same as Fig. 4.2c, but here the trend in ERA Interim over the period 1979 to 2012,
and mean state of ERA Interim over this period as contours; (b) shading: the residual trend in ERA
Interim after removing trend of EOF-1, contours: the trend of (a); (c) same as Fig. 2e, but here for
mean state (in kg s−1) and trend (in kg s−1 (50yr)−1) in ERA Interim, (d) time series of EOF-1 of
zonal stream function in ERA Interim.
vertical wind at the 500 hPa level, the vertical and meridional mean of tropospheric temperature
(Ttropos) and the zonal gradient of vertical und meridional averaged zonal stream function in
the CMIP5 MMEns. For a better comparison we removed the area means for SLP and Ttropos
and all variables are normalised.
In the mean state (Fig. 4.14a) we see a good agreement between all four variables: Con-
vection takes place were the temperatures are high (the three ‘heat sources’ Africa, Maritime
Continent and South America), SLP is low and the stream function gradients are large. How-
ever, this general agreement is not seen in the changes 21C-20C (Fig. 4.14b). The change
in vertical wind again agrees with the zonal gradient of the zonal stream function (correla-
tion 0.74) and the Ttropos and SLP response are very similar (correlation -0.94), as already
found in Bayr and Dommenget (2013a). But over most regions the changes in stream func-
tion and vertical wind do not agree with the changes in SLP and Ttropos, especially over
Africa and South America. Here the land-sea warming contrast reduces the SLP according
to Bayr and Dommenget (2013a), which would suggest an increase in convection. In contrast,
the vertical wind and the stream function show more descending. There is no explanation
for this discrepancy yet, but it indicates that changes in SLP cannot reveal the full picture
of changes over the entire troposphere, like convection and associated precipitation patterns.
Further investigations are needed to better understand what causes these discrepancies.
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Figure 4.14: Meridional average (5S-5N) of SLP and vertical wind (W) at the 500 hPa level, the
vertical and meridional mean of tropospheric temperature (Ttropos, as defined in Bayr and Dommenget,
2013a) and the zonal gradient of vertical und meridional averaged zonal stream function in the CMIP5
MMEns, area mean for SLP and Ttropos removed and all variables are normalised; (a) mean state in
20C, (b) difference 21C − 20C.
4.9 Summary and discussion
The main purpose of this study was to analyze the response of the zonal circulation cells (with
a special focus on the Walker Circulation) to global warming and its relation to ENSO in
the latest databases of state of the art climate models. The focus was on the eastward shift
of the Walker Circulation and the changes in the modes of variability. We chose the zonal
stream function for this analysis, as it is a direct representation of the zonal circulation and
also available over all levels of the troposphere. We found that the trend patterns of the zonal
circulation in global warming (Fig. 4.2c,d) are very similar in the two CMIP MMEns, despite
the differences in models, resolution, ensemble size and emission scenario. This underlines the
robustness of the signal, although the differences between the individual models are quite large.
The trend pattern shows more ascending over the West Indic, Central and East Pacific, and
more descending over the three main convection regions Africa, the Maritime Continent and
South America, thus a weakening of the zonal circulations. Additionally we could show that
the CMIP MMEns predict a substantial eastward shift of the western part of the Walker cell,
by 6° in CMIP5 MMEns and 8° in the CMIP3 MMEns.
In the MMEns we have seen that the trend pattern has some similarities with ENSO as-
sociated variability of the zonal stream function. Indeed a large part of the global warming
response corresponds to a shift towards more El-Nino-like conditions. The El-Nino-like trend
in zonal stream function will cause that neutral ENSO conditions at the end of the 21st cen-
tury will be El Nino conditions, if referred to the 20th century climate. How El-Nino-like the
global warming trend is in comparison with an average El Nino can be calculated: An average
El Nino in the CMIP5 MMEns is associated with an amplitude of −3.6 ∗ 10−10kg s−1 in the
box (120°E-180°, 700-300hPa) as defined for Fig. 4.4 and an eastward shift of 25° longitude.
Thus a global warming trend of the same size would mean a 100% shift towards an average
El Nino, with 20th century as reference climate. The eastward shift of 6° and the trend of
−1.1 ∗ 1010kg s−1(100yr−1) in the CMIP5 MMEns in this box (Fig. 4.4) would thus mean a
long-term shift of 30% in amplitude and 26% in location towards an average El Nino event over
the next century (31% and 37% in CMIP3, respectively).
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Further we could show that the internal variability of the zonal stream function exhibits a
substantial spatial non-linearity, as the El Nino anomaly pattern of the zonal stream function
is more in the east than the La Nina anomaly pattern. The spatial non-linearity in the zonal
stream function is linear related to the non-linearity of ENSO in SST in the individual models.
However, most models have problems in simulating a realistic ENSO non-linearity in both
variables, subsequently the non-linearity of the CMIP MMEns is less than half as strong as in
the ERA Interim reanalysis data.
The similarity of the eastward shift in the zonal stream function during global warming
and strong El Nino events may indicate a common forcing mechanism for these shifts. Several
studies have shown that the ENSO non-linearity is caused by the atmospheric response to
SST anomalies (Kang , 2002; Philip and van Oldenborgh , 2009; Frauen and Dommenget , 2010),
in particular the eastward shift of strong El Nino events (Dommenget et al., 2013). Thus
the atmosphere responds with an eastward shift to SST warming. In global warming the
enhanced hydrological cycle to first order leads to a horizontally homogenous but vertically
enhanced warming. This warming trend is also associated with an eastward shift, indicating
that horizontally homogenous and vertically enhanced warming patterns, as in both global
warming trend and during El Nino, may induce an eastward shift of the zonal circulation cell
over the Pacific.
The prominent changes in the modes of variability in global warming are an eastward shift
from the Indian Ocean to the central Pacific of EOF-1 and a shift towards larger scale variability.
EOF-1 is associated with ENSO variability and has a positive (El-Nino-like) trend in global
warming. After removing the trend associated with EOF-1, two third of the trends vanishes
over the Pacific, i.e. are related to more El-Nino-like conditions.
The spread in the response of the individual models is quite large. Most of the individual
climate models predict a weakening and an eastward shift of the Walker cell in global warming,
but some models show no significant trends and some even predict a strengthening and westward
shift. This indicates that the homogeneous warming, which can only weaken the Walker cell in
a warmer climate, can’t be the dominant mechanism in all climate models. The inhomogeneous
warming must be the dominant mechanism in the models with a strengthening Walker cell, as
this mechanism can act in general to both weaken or strengthen the Walker Circulation.
In ERA Interim reanalysis data we found a strengthening of the Walker Circulation and
westward shift over the last three decades. In recent literature there is a debate about the
changes of the Walker Circulation over the last decades: Analysing observations and model runs
forced with observed SST and/or greenhouse gas concentrations the studies of Sohn and Park
(2010), Meng et al. (2011), Luo et al. (2012) and L’Heureux et al. (2013) found a strengthening
of the Walker Circulation. These studies explain the strengthening with a more La-Nina-like
SST warming or a stronger warming over the Indian Ocean than over the Pacific over the last
decades. But several other studies found a weakening of the Walker Circulation (Vecchi et al.,
2006; Power and Kociuba , 2010; Yu and Zwiers , 2010; Tokinaga et al., 2012a,b; DiNezio et al.,
2013), caused by the pure atmospheric mechanism mentioned in the introduction. A recent
study form Solomon and Newman (2012) found out that there are large discrepancies in the
SST trends over the Indo-Pacific in the different observed data sets, which are caused by
different representations of El Nino in these observed datasets. A second problem is the dis-
tinction between externally forced trends and internal variability in relative short records, so
that Power and Kociuba (2011) conclude, that external forcing accounts for 30-70% of the ob-
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served Walker Circulation changes, with internal variability making up the rest. To sum up:
due to relative short records we cannot definitely say if the trend in ERA Interim reanalysis
data is really a global warming trend or if it is just natural variability or even just a measure
uncertainty.
With the opposite direction between the predicted trend in the CMIP MMEns and the
trends of the recent decades in ERA Interim, there are two conclusions possible: One conclusion
could be that the trend in ERA Interim is due to increased greenhouse gases and the CMIP
MMEns predict the wrong sign of ENSO response. The other conclusion is that the trends in
ERA Interim are just natural decadal variations of ENSO variability and that in global warming
the Walker Circulation will weaken and shift eastward, as the CMIP models predict. We think
this is quite likely, as both CMIP MMEns predict it and the dominant mode of variability
exhibits strong decadal trends in Fig. 4.11. Nevertheless, both possible conclusions have one
important thing in common: a large part of the Walker Circulation trend follows a pre-existing
mode of variability, thus can be described as more El-Nino-like or more La-Nina-like. We have
to keep in mind that the ENSO response of the climate models in global warming is still quite
uncertain (e.g. Latif and Keenlyside , 2009), but the MMEns of climate models calculated for
the IPCC AR5 predict an more El-Nino-like response and therefore a weakening and eastward
shift of the Walker Circulation in future climate.
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Chapter 5
Summary
In this work the changes of the tropical atmospheric circulation under global warming were
addressed and the main achievements are:
In chapter 2 an explanation for the largest part of the large scale SLP changes in CMIP3
models under global warming is found:
• Tropical SLP changes are strongly linked to inhomogeneous tropospheric temperature
changes (stronger than to (sea) surface temperature), also in the seasonal cycle.
• The predicted inhomogeneous tropospheric warming is ten times smaller than the homo-
geneous warming. In most CMIP3 models it is mainly caused by the land-sea warming
contrast. Thus the troposphere warms strongest over South America and Africa and
weakest over the Indo-Pacific region.
• The SLP trends are mostly opposite to the inhomogeneous Ttropos warming. A simple
physical model is presented that can explain the largest part of the SLP trends under
global warming with the inhomogeneous Ttropos trends.
• Sensitivity experiments with the ECHAM5 AGCM support our finding that land-sea
warming contrast is an important driver of tropical SLP changes under global warming.
• The trends in ERA Interim over the period from 1989 until 2010 show the same strong
relationship between SLP and Ttropos, but the land-sea contrast is not imprinted in both
trend patterns. From this short time record it cannot be determined what part of this
trend is due to natural variability and what part is due to climate change.
In chapter 3 the DEOF method is introduced, which allows the detection of changes in the
spatial patterns of variability on the basis of EOF-modes:
• This method can be used to compare all modes of variability from climate models with
observations or from past climate with future climate.
• This method has two features: The projected explained variances reveal which EOF-
modes are most distinct in the two datasets in terms of explained variance. The DEOF
patterns are the patterns that have the largest difference in explained variance in the two
datasets.
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• In well-defined artificial examples it was shown how an intensification, a shift or a multi-
variate difference can be revealed with the DEOF analysis.
• DEOF analysis is able to reproduce results for literature examples: The northeastward
shift of the NAO and the poleward shift of SAM under global warming. Further DEOF
analysis revealed small scale changes in the modes of variability where previous studies
could not: an eastward shift of the dominant mode of surface temperature in the North-
ern Hemisphere, an intensification of the PDO and a multivariate change in tropical
precipitation.
In chapter 4 the response in mean state and variability of the zonal circulation cells in
CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns are discussed on the basis of the zonal stream function:
• The trend patterns of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns show both a weakening of the zonal
circulation cells and an eastward shift of the Walker Circulation under global warming.
• The trend patterns have some similarities with the pattern of ENSO associated variability
in zonal stream function. Roughly two third of the Walker Circulation trend can be
explained by a shift towards El-Nino-like conditions. Compared to the 20th century
climate, neutral ENSO conditions at the end of the 21st century correspond to El Nino
conditions, with roughly one quarter of the amplitude and eastward shift of an average
El Nino.
• ENSO associated variability in zonal stream function exhibits a spatial non-linearity over
the Maritime Continent and the West Pacific. Most of the individual climate models have
problems to reproduce this non-linearity. A linear relation between the non-linearity of
ENSO variability in the zonal stream function and SST could be found: models that tend
to have a strong non-linearity in the ENSO associated variability in the zonal stream
function also tend to have a strong non-linearity in ENSO associated SST variability.
• The dominant mode of variability shifts eastward under global warming, consistent with
the non-linearity of ENSO variability and the El-Nino-like trend.
• These results spread among individual models, but the CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns
show in nearly all aspects very similar results, despite differences in models, resolution,
ensemble size and emission scenarios, which underlines the robustness of these results.
• ERA Interim shows a westward shift and strengthening of the Walker Circulation over
the last three decades, contrary to what the CMIP3 and CMIP5 MMEns predict. Three
quarter of the trend of the Walker Circulation can be explained by a long-term trend in
the dominant mode of variability, but here towards more La-Nina-like conditions.
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